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1 Introduction

Wess and Zumino [1] have shown that anomalies satisfy consistency conditions. In turn,

these consistency conditions can be used as a tool to classify possible anomalies. The

solution of these conditions is one instance of a cohomology calculation: the cohomology

of the BRST operator on local functionals. In ghost number one this cohomology indeed

provides all solutions of the Wess{Zumino consistency conditions, i.e. determines the

general form of possible anomalies. Other instances of cohomological analysis are equally

important physically. For example, at ghost number zero, it yields the most general action

that is compatible with a given symmetry, and in ghost number (�1) it provides all rigid
symmetries of the action [2].

The ingredients needed to perform the cohomological analysis are: the �eld content,

the gauge transformation laws of the �elds, and the classical equations of motion (e.o.m.).

The e.o.m. intervene in two places: on the one hand, the BRST operator may be nilpotent

only on shell, and on the other hand, classical observables are physically equivalent if their

di�erence is proportional to e.o.m.. The BRST cohomology modulo this equivalence is

called the weak BRST cohomology.

For a class of theories which contain di�eomorphisms in the gauge group, a general

method for the analysis of the cohomology was set up in [3]. This class of theories contains
for instance Einstein gravity as well as supergravity theories, but it does not cover all
di�eomorphism invariant theories. In particular it does not include Weyl invariant gravity
theories in two dimensions, such as the standard bosonic string theory described at the
classical level by the Polyakov action. The reason is the absence of an independent Weyl

gauge �eld1 in these theories whose presence would be a crucial prerequisite for applying
the methods of [3]. As we shall see, this is responsible for considerable di�erences in the
cohomological analysis and its results for these two dimensional models when compared
with more \standard" gauge theories such as Yang{Mills theory or Einstein gravity.

In fact, in spite of its central importance to string theory, the BRST cohomology on
local functionals has, to our knowledge, never been analysed exhaustively in the literature

for the case of Weyl invariant d = 2 gravity theories. (For recent contributions, see
[4, 5, 6, 7]). The �lling of this gap is the purpose of this paper, for the case that all
matter �elds are scalar �elds. The results have been announced already partly in [8, 9].
Some of them are of course common knowledge. In particular this holds for results on
the strong cohomology, i.e. for the BRST cohomology which does not take the e.o.m.

into account. We shall see however that many important aspects of the theory show up

only in the weak cohomology, such as the rigid symmetries and the so-called background
charges or the dilaton terms which can cancel Weyl anomalies and are well-known in
string theory [10]. Moreover we will show in a companion paper [11] that the results on

the weak cohomology allow one in particular cases to construct interesting generalizations

of the theory (so-called consistent deformations [12]) which are reminiscent of non-critical
string theories and possibly provide new models for the latter.

The necessity of re{analysing the cohomology appears clearly if one would blindly ex-
tend the results of [3] to the present situation: one would conclude, for example, that can-

didate anomalies can be assumed to depend only on the undi�erentiated Weyl ghost c, the

undi�erentiated zweibeins and on tensor �elds (the two dimensional Riemann curvature

1One could introduce the Weyl gauge �eld, but not without further ado. See section 5.
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R, the matter �elds and their covariant derivatives) but not, e.g., on the di�eomorphism

ghosts. However, it is well known that this is incorrect: the important Weyl anomaly

A0 =
Z
d2x c

p
gR ; (1.1)

can be split, after the addition of BRST{exact terms, in a left and right handed part, which

separately solve the consistency equations [13, 14]. These two parts are cohomologically

inequivalent, involve the di�eomorphism ghosts and cannot be written entirely in terms

of the Weyl ghost and tensor �elds up to BRST{exact terms. We will show, among other

things, how the absence of the Weyl gauge �eld modi�es the conclusions of [3] in a way

that implies this result.

The starting point of our analysis will be the �eld content, and the symmetry transfor-

mations. These will include the di�eomorphisms, of course, and the Weyl transformations.

We will realise them on the scalar matter �elds, and on the two-dimensional metric2. The

symmetries will entail the corresponding ghosts, in our case di�eomorphism ghosts and

the Weyl ghost.

Although it may be customary, after Faddeev and Popov, to introduce also antighosts,

this is in fact quite superuous to investigate the classical cohomology. This is especially

obvious in the Batalin{Vilkovisky (BV) framework [15, 16, 9, 17, 18] (also called the
�eld{anti�eld formalism)3. The reason is that antighosts (as well as their anti�elds), and
Lagrange multiplier �elds that come with gauge �xing, are introduced as so{called triv-
ial systems, implying that they leave the cohomology groups unchanged. Therefore, the
antighosts will be absent from our analysis. A related feature is that no gauge �xing is
needed: the formulation of the calculation, and its results, are made entirely without ref-
erence to any gauge �xing, and are therefore at every stage manifestly gauge independent.

The other side of the coin is that anti�elds are present. The BV cohomology will

then have to be analysed in a space of functionals of �elds and anti�elds. This has, for
our purposes, the additional advantage that it automatically takes into account the weak
nature of the relevant cohomology calculation since the anti�elds implement the e.o.m.
in the cohomological analysis. To exploit this last feature, we have to know the classical
action. This classical action itself need not be �xed on beforehand however: it will be

determined, in an intermediate step, from the strong BRST cohomology in the space
of integrated local functionals with ghost number zero depending on �elds only, not on
anti�elds.

The computation of the cohomology is carried out in three main steps. First we map
the cohomological problem on integrated local functionals to the analogous problem on

local functions of the �elds and anti�elds. This map is quite standard and provided by
the so-called descent equations. In the second step we isolate and eliminate successively

trivial systems. This reduces the problem to a set of equations for \super�elds" in the
undi�erentiated matter �elds and �rst order derivatives of the di�eomorphism ghosts.

The third step consists in solving these equations. Here we need the explicit form of

2Alternatively, one could introduce zweibeins and include Lorentz invariance: this amounts to a

technical di�erence only. Since for scalars one does not need the zweibeins, we refrain from introducing

them.
3We will (very summarily) introduce the necessary ingredients, and the relation with BRST cohomol-

ogy, in section 2.
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the action which is computed in an intermediate step by solving the \strong" super�eld

equations �rst.

Our analysis is local in two senses: on the one hand we work in the space of local

functionals which are, by de�nition, polynomial in derivatives of all the �elds and anti-

�elds, and on the other hand we ignore global aspects of the base and target manifold

completely.

Let us now give an outline of the paper. In section 2 we will (very briey) introduce the

necessary elements from the BV framework, and write down the elements of the extended

action that follow directly from our assumed symmetry transformations. We will also

describe more accurately the cohomology calculation to be performed. In section 3 we

make a �rst change of variables, showing how the determinant of the metric and the

Weyl ghost occur as a trivial system when one introduces Beltrami variables to describe

the metric. The resulting chiral splitting [13, 14] runs through the rest of the paper,

and also, technically, it simpli�es the calculations signi�cantly. In section 4 we perform,

following [19, 3], the above mentioned �rst step of the computation that takes us from local

functionals to local functions via descent equations, and also give a short discussion of the

type of global considerations that we will not take into account in the rest of the paper. In

section 5 we prepare the second step by introducing chiral tensor �elds and covariant ghost
variables, the former being a generalisation of the usual tensor �elds that we will explain

and the latter forming a subset of the derivatives of ghosts. In section 6 we then conduct
the second step which reduces the cohomological analysis to local functions generated by
only a few chiral tensor �elds and covariant ghost variables. There the above mentioned
super�elds show up. We then compute in section 7 the strong BRST cohomology by a �rst
analysis of the equations these super�elds have to satisfy. This provides in particular the

most general classical action which we discuss in detail in section 8. We are then in the
position to �nish the calculation by solving the (weak) super�eld equations completely.
This is done in section 9 where we also enumerate all the resulting solutions on the level
of local functions. In section 10 we spell out the corresponding local functionals for the
most interesting cases (ghost numbers) and discuss their physical signi�cance. Although

cohomologically there is a complete chiral split, for example for the anomalies, but also for
rigid symmetries and counterterms, in many cases of practical interest only the left{right
symmetric combinations are relevant. In section 11 we therefore specialize our results
to that case. This makes the connection with the case of primary importance for string
theory, where an anomaly is tolerated in the Weyl symmetry only, and a dilaton �eld is

introduced. We conclude with a discussion, including pointers to previously published

partial results. Finally, in the appendices, we collected various formulas and technical
results, but also a side result on the relation of target space reparametrisations with the
cohomology.
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2 Assumptions and de�nition of the problem

In the BV formalism, the fundamental object is the antibracket de�ned for two arbitrary

functionals F and G of �elds �A and anti�elds ��A by

(F;G) = F

 

�

��A
�
!

�

���A
G� F

 

�

���A
�
!

�

��A
G : (2.1)

The consistency equation for the anomaly A is then

SA � (S;A) = 0 ; (2.2)

where S is the extended action (which itself satis�es the BV 'master' equation (S; S) = 0).

Two solutions A and A0 of (2.2) are equivalent anomalies (related by �eld rede�nitions,

change of regularization, or local counterterms) i�

A0 �A = SM (2.3)

whereM is the integral of a local function (a `local functional'). Now, anomalies normally

have ghost number 1. Hence, what we have to solve for their classi�cation is the coho-

mology of S with ghost number 1 on local functionals. As we mentioned already we will
not restrict ourselves to this case but perform the analysis for all other ghost numbers as
well. For ghost number 0 this is relevant e.g. for the renormalization problem.

If the gauge algebra is `closed', anti�elds enter only linearly in S. That will be the
case here. The `Slavnov' operator S can then be split in a `Koszul{Tate' operator and
the remaining part which we call the `BRST' operator s:

S = �KT + s : (2.4)

This splitting is related to the anti�eld number. The latter is de�ned to be zero for �elds
(which have non{negative ghost numbers), and minus the ghost number for anti�elds.

�KT is the part of S which lowers the anti�eld number (by 1), while s is the part which
does not change the anti�eld number. For general gauge theories with an `open' gauge
algebra there are also terms which raise the anti�eld number, but not in the cases treated
in this paper. Note that on the �elds we thus have S = s whereas on the anti�elds both
�KT and s are nonvanishing. The expansion of S2 = 0 in anti�eld number implies that
�KT and s are separately nilpotent and anticommute:

�2KT = s�KT + �KTs = s2 = 0 : (2.5)

The equation s2 = 0 holds only due to the lack of further terms in (2.4) and is not true
for gauge theories with on open algebra where s2 vanishes only weakly, i.e. `up to �eld

equations'.

We consider scalar �elds X�, � = 1; : : : ;D in interaction with the d = 2 metric �elds
g�� = g�� with �; � 2 f+;�g. The coupling of the X� and g�� is assumed to be generally
covariant and Weyl invariant at the classical level. More precisely we require the classical

action, denoted by Scl(X
�; g��), to be invariant under two dimensional di�eomorphisms

and local dilatations so that the extended action S reads

S = Scl(X
�; g��)�

Z
d2x

�
S�A

�
��A ; (2.6)
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where S�A denotes the BRST{transformations of the �elds corresponding to their trans-

formations under two dimensional di�eomorphisms and local dilatations, 4

Sg�� = �@g�� + @��
 � g� + @��

 � g� + c g�� ;

SX� = ��@�X
� ; S�� = ��@��

� ; Sc = ��@�c : (2.7)

Here �� are the ghosts for general coordinate transformations and c is the ghost for local

dilatations. The sets of �elds and anti�elds are accordingly given by

f�Ag = fX�; g��; �
�; cg ; f��Ag = fX��; g���; ���; c�g :

The ghosts and the anti�elds X�� and g��� are odd{graded whereas X�, g��, �
�
� and c�

are even graded. With no loss of generality, g��� is taken to be symmetric since g�� is

symmetric too5. The ghost number is zero for X� and g��, (�1) for their anti�elds, one
for the ghosts �� and c, and (�2) for the anti�elds of the ghosts.

We do not impose any restriction on the classical action Scl, except that it is a local

and regular6 functional of the �elds X� and g�� and that (2.6) extends it to a proper

(minimal) solution of the BV master equation in the sense of [15]. This requires that

(i) the integrand of Scl is regular and depends polynomially on the partial derivatives
of X� and g��;

(ii) Scl is invariant under (2.7), i.e. it should just satisfy SScl = 0;

(iii) Scl has no nontrivial local symmetries apart from those imposed by (ii).

An extension of the requirement imposed by (i) on the integrand of Scl serves as de�nition
of local functions throughout the paper and �xes thereby the space of functions and

functionals on which we will perform the cohomological analysis. Namely a local function
depends by de�nition polynomially on the derivatives of the X� and g�� and on the
(undi�erentiated) ghosts, anti�elds and their partial derivatives, whereas we allow for
nonpolynomial dependence on the undi�erentiated X� and g��. Furthermore we allow a
local function to depend explicitly on the two dimensional coordinates x� (see section 4

for remarks on this point). A local functional is by de�nition an integrated local function
of the �elds and anti�elds.

The condition (ii) just requires Scl to be invariant under di�eomorphisms and local
Weyl transformations.

(iii) guarantees the properness of S, i.e. the completeness of our approach in the sense

that the BRST operator encodes all (nontrivial) local symmetries of the classical theory

4Di�erentiations will always act on everything to their right, unless the scope is limited by the "�"

punctuation mark.
5When treating symmetric tensors and their anti�elds one may sum over � � �, or one can work

symmetrically|which we will do. Then we have to take
�
g��; g

��
�
= 1

2

�
���

�
� + ����



�

�
.

6Regular dependence on the �elds X� and g�� requires the action to be well{de�ned within the allowed

range of values these �elds may take. In the case of the metric this range is restricted by det(g��) < 0; in

the case of the matter �elds we do not specify the range since anyhow we neglect topological aspects, i.e.

actually the regularity requirement will not matter in the subsequent analysis (see section 4). Regularity

also includes the requirement that there exist solutions to the �eld equations, di�erentiability of the

action, and that in the set of local functions that we consider all functions that vanish when the �eld

equations are satis�ed are actually a linear combination of the �eld equations.
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(additional local symmetries of Scl would make the introduction of further ghost �elds

necessary).

Of course the requirements (i){(iii) characterize the models to which our analysis apply

only indirectly through the symmetries and �eld content of Scl (and through the locality

requirement). The derivation of its most general explicit form will in fact be part of our

results, see section 8. A simple example for a functional satisfying (i){(iii) is of course

Scl = �
Z
d2x 1

2

p
g g��@�X

� � @�X���� (2.8)

where ��� is a constant symmetric non-degenerate matrix.

Our aim is to compute the cohomology of the operator S in the space of local func-

tionals.

SW g = 0: (2.9)

Two solutions represent the same class and are called equivalent, W g � W 0g , if they di�er

by an S{exact functional, i.e. if W g �W 0g = SMg�1 holds for for some local functional

Mg�1. The S-operation increases the ghost number by one and is nilpotent.

3 A simplifying canonical transformation

There is a �eld rede�nition that simpli�es our problem considerably. It will eliminate some
�elds from the cohomology, and cause a chiral split of the transformation laws [13, 14].

Expressed in BV language, we take as the generating fermionic functional

F =
Z
d2x

"
e�
p
g + h++ �

g++

g+� +
p
g
+ h�� �

g��

g+� +
p
g
+ ~c� (c

p
g + @��

�pg)

+c�+

 
�+ +

g��

g+� +
p
g
��
!
+ c��

 
�� +

g++

g+� +
p
g
�+
!
+ ~X��X

�

#
: (3.1)

where g = jdet g��j = g2+� � g++g��. This generates a canonical transformation from

�elds and anti�elds f�;��g to f~�; ~��g through

~�A =
�F (�; ~��)

�~��A
��A =

�F (�; ~��)

��A
: (3.2)

In our case, f~�g = fX�; h++; h��; e; c
�; ~cg. We have changed from the three �elds

g++; g�� and g+� to e; h++ and h��, the last two being the `Beltrami variables'. This

transformation becomes singular for g++g�� = 0 and g+� < 0 (simultaneously). How-

ever, as we shall discuss in section 4, the singularity can become important at most for
global considerations and is thus negligible for our purposes. At the same time we have

introduced more convenient combinations of the ghost �elds, but their explicit relation to
the original di�eomorphism ghosts � will remain important in the sequel. Also, it should

be noted that the transformation between the old set of �elds and the new set does not

involve the anti�elds, so that the S{cohomology in the anti�eld independent sector does
not change.
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After this canonical transformation the extended action takes the form

S = Scl(X
�; h++; h��) +

Z
d2x( 1

1�y
X��c

�r�X
�

+h++ �r+c
� + h�� �r�c+ + e�~c� c�+c

+@+c
+ � c��c

�@�c
�) ; (3.3)

where the covariant derivative r is de�ned in appendix A, and y is the abbreviation

y � h++h�� : (3.4)

The inverse of the above �eld transformation is given in appendix A.

Note that we have claimed in (3.3) that Scl does not depend on e when written in

terms of the new �elds. This can be checked in particular for (2.8) which would lead to

Scl(X
�; h++; h��) = �

Z
d2x

1

1 � y
r+X

� � r�X���� : (3.5)

Indeed the master equation requires in particular �Scl=�e = 0 which means that the inte-

grand of Scl is independent of e (up to a total derivative which we neglect). This implies

that e and ~c become a so{called trivial system since they have the simple transformation

property Se = ~c and do not occur in the S{transformation of the other new �elds and
anti�elds. Hence, e and ~c can be omitted for any cohomology considerations and with no
loss of generality we can assume, whenever we work with the new �elds and anti�elds,
that the complete set of �elds and anti�elds is

f�A;��Ag ; f�Ag = fX�; h++; h��; c
+; c�g : (3.6)

We shall see that the use of the new variables has additional advantages. In particular,
apart from eliminating e and c, we have obtained that Sh++ and Sc� involve only c� but
not c+, which is the chiral splitting announced before.

We note that a similar simplifying canonical transformation can be done in the zweibein

formulation in order to eliminate the Weyl and local Lorentz ghosts present in the zweibein
formulation. Then e++ and e�� become trivial together with (appropriate rede�nitions of)
these ghosts, and one is left with the matter �elds, two functions of the vielbein com-
ponents given by h++ and h��, the di�eomorphism ghosts and with the corresponding
anti�elds.

4 Descent equations and their integration

The �rst step towards a solution of (2.9) consists in an analysis of the descent equations
arising from it. This traces our problem back to the S-cohomology on local functions

rather than on local functionals (integrals of local functions). The analysis of the descent

equations is independent of the form of Scl and has been �rst performed in this form in
[19] (see also [3])7. We can adopt it since we are not interested in global aspects of the
target manifold and the two dimensional base manifold. What this means is spelled out
in the following, together with a discussion of the singularity in the transformation to the

Beltrami variables de�ned by (3.1) and (3.2).

7The anti�elds which are not considered in [19, 3] can be treated on an equal footing with the �elds

as far as the analysis of the descent equations is concerned because (4.5) holds on �elds and anti�elds.
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A crucial tool within the analysis of the descent equations performed in [19, 3] is the

`algebraic Poincar�e lemma' describing the cohomology of the exterior derivative d in the

space of local di�erential forms. The latter are by de�nition forms !p = dx�1 ^ : : : ^
dx�p!�1:::�p where !�1:::�p are local functions (see section 2). The lemma has been derived

by various authors independently (cf. e.g. [20] and references in [2]). It states that the

closed forms which are not locally exact are exhausted by the constant 0{forms and by

volume forms which have non-vanishing Euler{Lagrange derivative with respect to at least

one �eld or anti�eld. Here a form !p is called locally exact if it can be written as d�p�1 for

some local form �p�1 locally, i.e. in any (su�ciently small) local neighbourhood inM�T
whereM and T denote the base and target space manifold respectively. The latter is the

space in which (all) the �elds and anti�elds take their values. Of course, a locally exact

form can fail to be globally exact in M�T .
The general version of the algebraic Poincar�e lemma, taking global properties ofM�T

into account, has been derived in [21]. Famous examples for locally but not globally exact

local forms are the integrands of characteristic classes (of nontrivial bundles). In two

dimensional gravity this is in particular the integrand d2x
p
gR of the two dimensional

Einstein action. Other examples for closed but globally non{exact forms present in d =

2k dimensional gravitational theories are (2k � 1){forms in the metric components and

their �rst derivatives discussed in [22]. The latter stem from the nontrivial De Rham

cohomology of the target space of the metric components which itself originates in the
requirement that the metric has Minkowskian signature. In our case there exists therefore
a closed 1{form which generically fails to be globally exact if g�� has signature (�;+).
Further closed local forms which fail to be globally exact can of course arise from nontrivial
De Rham cohomology of the target space of the matter �elds X�. A re�nement of the

analysis of the descent equations which takes into account the global properties of T has
been given recently in [23].

In this paper we will completely neglect global aspects of the two dimensional base
manifold and of the target manifold. This means that whenever we call a functional, form
or function S{ or d{exact (`trivial'), we have in mind that it is locally exact in M� T
which does not necessarily imply that it is globally exact as well.

For our purposes the singularity in the canonical transformation performed in sec-
tion 3 is therefore harmless since it occurs only on the 2-dimensional subspace Ts =
f(g++; g��; g+�) : g++g�� = 0; g+� < 0g of the 3-dimensional target space of the metric
components given by Tg = f(g++; g��; g+�) : g++g�� � (g+�)

2 < 0g where we assumed
g�� to have signature (�;+). When using Beltrami variables, one thus actually works

in a target space of metric components given by Tg � Ts rather than by Tg. We note
that Tg � Ts and Tg indeed have di�erent de Rham cohomology. Hence, if one wants to

consider seriously global aspects of T �M using Beltrami variables, the singularity in

the transformation to these variables has to be taken into account.
Let us now turn to the discussion of the descent equations. The analysis takes advan-

tage of the fact that a necessary condition for a local functional W g to be a solution of
(2.9) is that the S{transformation of its integrand is a total derivative. If one views the

integrand as a local 2{form with ghost number g,

W g =
Z
!
g
2 ; (4.1)

this requires S!g
2 + d!g+1

1 = 0 for some local form !g+1
1 , where d = dx�@� is the exterior
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derivative operator. Using now8

S2 = d2 = Sd+ dS = 0 (4.2)

one derives by means of the algebraic Poincar�e lemma the descent equations

S!g
2 + d!

g+1
1 = 0 ; S!g+1

1 + d!
g+2
0 = 0 ; S!g+2

0 = 0 : (4.3)

The analysis of (4.3) performed in [19, 3] shows that the local function (zero{form) !
g+2
0

occurring here is nontrivial (!
g+2
0 6= S!g+1

0 ) and does not involve explicitly the coor-

dinates x� whenever !g
2 is nontrivial (!g

2 6= S!g�1
2 + d!

g
1). Conversely, any nontrivial

x{independent solution of the last equation (4.3) apart from the constant gives rise to a

nontrivial solution of (2.9) whose integrand can be obtained from it according to

!
g
2 =

1
2
dx�dx�

@

@��
@

@��
!
g+2
0 (4.4)

where @=@�� indicates an ordinary derivative with respect to undi�erentiated ghosts ��

(not the functional or Euler{Lagrange derivative). It is important here to use the ghosts

�� and not the ghosts c� arising from (3.1). Namely, (4.4) originates in the property of
S that one can represent the exterior derivative on the �elds and anti�elds (and their
derivatives) by

d = bS � Sb ; b � dx�
@

@��
: (4.5)

(4.5) simply reects that di�eomorphisms are encoded in S and does not hold on the

coordinates x� themselves. It is therefore important that !
g+2
0 depends only on the

�elds and anti�elds and their derivatives but not explicitly on the coordinates, as shown
in [19, 3]. Using (4.5) (and its consequence bd � db = 0), as well as (4.2), it is then
straightforward to show that one can `integrate' the descent equations (4.3) in the form
!g+1
1 = b!g+2

0 and !g
2 =

1
2
b2!g+2

0 , the latter being just (4.4).
We conclude that, neglecting global properties of the base and target space, the co-

homology of S on local functionals with ghost number g is isomorphic to its cohomology
on those local functions with ghost number (g + 2) which do not depend explicitly on
the x�. On the representatives

R
!
g
2 resp. !g+2

0 of the corresponding cohomology classes
this isomorphism is explicitly established through the substitution �� ! �� + dx� which
converts !g+2

0 to !g+2
0 + !g+1

1 + !g
2, cf. (4.4). Since we will compute the cohomology of S

using the variables introduced in section 3, we note that this substitution rule translates

into

c� ! c� + dx� + h��dx
� ; @�c

� ! @�c
� + @�h�� � dx� etc., (4.6)

where we used @�dx
� = 0. Note that these results imply already that the integrands of the

solutions of (2.9) do not depend explicitly on the x�, up to trivial contributions of course.
We stress however that for the validity of the �nal result it is nevertheless important to
allow for the presence of local functionals whose integrands depend explicitly on the x�

since otherwise there would be more nontrivial solutions of (2.9). Indeed, one would �nd

8The di�erentials dx� are treated as odd graded variables which implies Sdx� = �dx�S and dx�dx� =

�dx�dx�. The latter allows to omit the wedge product symbol.
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additional solutions whose integrands are x{independent and trivial in the space of local

x{dependent forms but nontrivial in the space of local x{independent forms. A typical

example for such integrands is

��L = S(�x�L) + @�(x
���L) ; (4.7)

where L denotes a Weyl{invariant density such as, e.g., L =
p
gg��@�X

� � @�X����.

The occurrence of these additional solutions originates in a seeming harmless change of

the algebraic Poincar�e lemma when one formulates it in the space of local x{independent

forms: in that space the di�erentials dx� are not exact and therefore the descent equations

do not always terminate with a zero-form! For instance, the descent equations arising from

(4.7) terminate with the one-form dx��+��L which is trivial in the space of x-dependent

forms but not necessarily in the space of x-independent forms.

We �nally mention that there are in principle two modi�cations of the results if the

investigation is restricted to the space of forms which are globally de�ned onM�T rather

than only locally: (a) those solutions which are only locally but not globally de�ned,

disappear from the list of solutions we will �nd; (b) globally de�ned solutions !g
2 which

can locally be written as S!g�1
2 + d!

g
1 have to be added to that list if they fail to be

globally of this form.

5 Chiral tensor �elds

We have shown in the previous section that the S{cohomology on local functionals with
ghost number g can be obtained from the S{cohomology on local x{independent functions
with ghost number (g + 2). In the next section we show that the latter cohomology can
be reduced to the S{cohomology in a particular subspace of local functions generated
by quantities which we will call covariant ghost variables and chiral tensor �elds. This

section is devoted to prepare this result by introducing these quantities.
Usually, tensor �elds are de�ned by their transformation laws under the symmetries of

interest. This can be expressed just as well with the help of their BRST transformation,
which gives a more convenient formulation for the analysis of the BRST cohomology. In
many cases one �nds that (components of) the gauge �elds occur in trivial pairs together
with all the derivatives of the ghost �elds. They can therefore be eliminated from the

BRST cohomology on local functions. The gauge �elds and their derivatives then only
remain in restricted combinations which are `tensor �elds'. Their BRST transformation
involves only the undi�erentiated ghosts. As a result, the representatives of the coho-
mology classes (of the BRST cohomology on local functions) can be expressed entirely

in terms of tensor �elds and the undi�erentiated ghosts [3]. Well{known examples for

such theories are Yang{Mills theories [19], ordinary (non-Weyl invariant) gravity in the
vielbein formulation [19, 23] and supergravity theories [24].

Let us clarify this feature with the simplest example, Maxwell theory [25]. Consider
local functions of the gauge �eld A�, the ghost C and their derivatives. The BRST trans-

formations read just sA� = @�C, sC = 0. A �rst set of trivial pairs is thus (A�; @�C).

With one derivative more, there are the trivial pairs (@(�A�); @�@�C). This leaves the com-
binations F�� = 2@[�A�] unpaired. Obviously one can continue this separation to higher

order derivatives. One then changes variables from fC;A�; @�C; @�A�; @�@�C; : : :g to

10



fC;A�; @�C; @(�A�); F��; @�@�C; : : :g, subdivided in the trivial pairs f(A�; @�C); (@(�A�);

@�@�C); : : :g and the unpaired variables fC;F��; : : :g. The choice of the remaining combi-

nations like F�� is dictated by the requirement that only unpaired (undi�erentiated) ghost

variables may appear in their BRST transformation. These remaining combinations are

the tensor �elds, (F�� , @(�F�)�, etc.) and the undi�erentiated ghost C.

Of course one should not expect that one can eliminate all derivatives of the ghosts

from the cohomology in any gauge theory. That can be done if all ghosts are independent

(which is also true in our case), and if there is a gauge �eld for each symmetry (which is

not).

A well{known counterexample is provided already by ordinary gravity in the metric

formulation where one can eliminate all derivatives of the di�eomorphism ghosts of second

and higher order but not all of their �rst order derivatives: e.g. in two dimensions, it

is not possible to pair o� the three components of the metric with the four components

of the gradients of the di�eomorphism ghosts (the remaining �rst order derivatives then

play a role analogous to the undi�erentiated Lorentz ghosts in the vielbein formalism).

For the case treated in this paper, the situation is even more subtle since, apart from

using the metric formulation of gravity, we do not introduce a Weyl gauge �eld. As a

consequence, there are in�nitely many derivatives of the ghosts which do not occur in

trivial pairs and thus cannot be eliminated through the procedure sketched above9. This

is easily checked by the following simple counting argument. Analogously to the above
example of Maxwell theory we consider the BRST transformations of the derivatives of
g�� of �xed order (\level") n. They contain as leading terms derivatives of order (n + 1)
of the di�eomorphism ghosts �� and nth order derivatives of the Weyl ghost c, cf. (2.7).
This suggests to assign level (�1) to the two undi�erentiated ghosts �� which are clearly

unpaired. At level 0 there are the three components of the undi�erentiated metric g�� but
four components @��

� and the undi�erentiated Weyl ghost, i.e. two ghost variables remain
unpaired. Similarly, at level 1, the 6 algebraically independent �rst order derivatives @g��
cannot be paired with the 6 second order derivatives of the �� together with the 2 �rst
order derivatives of c. Analogously one easily veri�es that at all higher levels precisely

two derivatives of the ghosts remain unpaired.
One may also check that the same feature occurs in the zweibein formulation. In

this formulation one introduces zweibeins, but also the Lorentz ghost apart from the
di�eomorphism and dilatation ghosts. The zweibeins ea� transform into the gradients
@�c

a of the di�eomorphism ghosts, leaving at level 0 the undi�erentiated ghosts c and c0

of local dilatations and local Lorentz transformations. At level 1 one has 8 components

@�e
a
� versus the 6 components @�@�c

a plus the 4 components @�c and @�c
0 and so on.

Therefore we cannot directly adopt the methods and results developed in [19, 3, 23] for

non{Weyl invariant gravity, or Weyl invariant gravity without Weyl gauge �eld.

There seems to be a way around this mismatch of derivatives of the ghosts and the
gauge �elds: one could introduce an extra gauge �eld b� for Weyl transformations. Indeed,

in presence of b� the mismatch disappears since all derivatives of the Weyl ghost can be
paired with the b� and their derivatives as in the above example of Maxwell theory. As a

consequence the cohomology problem could be treated as in [3]. Then however, one would
be computing a di�erent cohomology, including b� dependence in the functionals. One

9Nevertheless it will turn out in the end that again all derivatives of order > 2 disappear, but the

argument is more sophisticated than that of eliminating trivial pairs.
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could eliminate this dependence by requiring invariance under arbitrary shifts �b� = ��,

which expresses the absence of b�. The mismatch then remains. Alternatively, this new

invariance brings in another gauge �eld, and so on. Continuing in this way, one would

get an in�nite set of gauge invariances and gauge �elds. In fact, this would amount to

gauging two copies of the subalgebra fLnjn � �1g of the Virasoro algebra, as in [26]. We

will denote these two copies henceforth by fL+
n g and fL�n g respectively. Wishing to avoid

the approach with an in�nite tower of symmetries and gauge �elds, we will not introduce

a gauge �eld for the Weyl transformations. Of course we will then have to adapt the

methods of [19, 3, 23].

In our approach we only introduce g�� as gauge �elds. As a consequence one can-
not reduce the cohomology to a problem involving only undi�erentiated ghost �elds, or

derivatives of ghosts up to some �nite order, by the standard argument sketched above.

However, we can still use this argument to get rid of all derivatives of the ghosts except for

two at every level, as the above counting suggests. In particular, all `mixed' derivatives,

namely @�c
� and their derivatives, can be eliminated by the standard argument. The

remaining derivatives can be chosen to be (@+)
m+1c+ and (@�)

m+1c�, where m is the level

used in the above counting and runs from (�1) to in�nity. These derivatives of c+ and

c� are called the covariant ghost variables.
The more di�cult task is to construct the quantities which take over the role usually

played by tensor �elds. We call them chiral tensor �elds. Their characteristic property is
that their BRST transformation may contain the covariant ghost variables, but no other

derivatives of the ghosts. The fact that in our case the set of covariant ghost variables is
in�nite corresponds to the in�nite set of (undi�erentiated) ghosts in the approach using
an in�nite tower of gauge symmetries.

In the remainder of this section we will explicitly construct an appropriate basis for the
chiral tensor �elds, denoted by fBig. This construction is slightly involved but a crucial

and necessary step within the computation of the S{cohomology. It is also interesting in
itself since it shows how the above mentioned subalgebras fL+

mg and fL�mg (m � �1) of
the Virasoro algebra come into play and are represented on the Bi. In particular it turns
out that the Bi can be chosen as eigenfunctions of L+

0 and L�0 . This will be very useful in
the next section, since it will eventually allow to reduce the cohomological analysis to a

problem where only a small �nite subset of fBig and those six covariant ghost variables
enter which correspond to the sl(2) subalgebras fL��1; L�0 ; L�1 g.

It is understood in the following that all functions that occur are functions of the �elds
introduced in section 3 and of their derivatives. Treating the ghosts separately, we will

use for the remaining variables the collective notation

[Z] �
�
(@+)

m(@�)
nZ i : m;n = 0; 1; 2; : : :

�
; fZ ig = fh��; X�; h���; X��; c

�
�g :

We introduce the following notation for the above mentioned covariant ghost variables:

cm� =
1

(m+ 1)!
(@�)

m+1
c� ; m = �1; 0; 1; : : : : (5.1)

Using (B.1) one easily veri�es that their BRST transformations read

Scm� = 1
2
fmnkc

k
�c

n
� ; (5.2)
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where fmnk are the structure constants of the Virasoro algebra:

fmnk = (n � k)�mn+k : (5.3)

Note that the sum in (5.2) is �nite due to m;n; k � �1 and that the covariant ghost

variables transform among themselves, i.e. that no other derivatives of the ghosts occur

in Scm� .
Having de�ned the covariant ghost variables, we are now in a position to give a precise

de�nition of chiral tensor �elds. The di�erential S decomposes into a `Koszul{Tate part'

�KT [27] and a `BRST'{part s (see (2.4)). On the �elds one has S = s, as �KT has

nonvanishing action only on the anti�elds. On the anti�elds �KT collects that part of the

S{transformation which does not involve the ghosts:

�KT c
�
� = �r+h

�++ + X̂��r�X� ; (5.4)

�KTh
�++ = Scl

 

�

�h++
; �KTX̂

�
� = Scl

 

�

�X�

1

1 � y
(5.5)

where, for reasons which will become clear soon, we have introduced

X̂�� =
1

1� y
X�� : (5.6)

Note that the change from X�� to X̂�� becomes singular for y = 1. This singularity
is actually the same that occurred already in section 3 in the �eld rede�nitions leading
to Beltrami variables since y = 1 is equivalent to

p
g(g+� +

p
g) = 0. Hence, we do not

introduce further singularities here.
Explicit expressions for s are given in appendix B. Note that only (5.5) involves

explicitly the classical action. The precise form of that action however does not matter in

the following since chiral tensor �elds are identi�ed by their s{transformation. Now we
give the de�nition: a chiral tensor �eld is a local function T ([Z]) such that

sT ([Z]) = cm� T �
m([Z]) : (5.7)

The sum on the r.h.s. of (5.7) contains actually only �nitely many nonvanishing T �
m since

s is a local operator and T is by de�nition a local function.
The nilpotency of s guarantees that the T �

m in (5.7) are chiral tensor �elds as well.
To prove this, one applies s to (5.7) and concludes from s2 = 0 that sT �

m cannot involve
mixed derivatives of the ghosts. Also the full operation S on T leads to chiral tensor

�elds, as we will now prove. This will be true if T 0 := �KTT is automatically a chiral

tensor �eld when this holds already for T . To prove this, we have to show that sT 0 does

not involve mixed derivatives of the ghosts. Now, s�KT + �KTs = 0 and �KTc
m
� = 0 imply

sT 0 = ��KTsT = cm� �KTT
�
m, which evidently does not involve mixed derivatives of the

ghosts. Therefore, ST depends only on tensor �elds and ghosts cm� . This �nishes the

proof.

Note that the undi�erentiated �elds X�; X̂��; h
��� and c�� are chiral tensor �elds

according to (B.3){(B.6) (X�� itself is not a chiral tensor �eld). The partial derivatives of a

chiral tensor �eld however are in general not chiral tensor �elds: we have to complete them
to covariant ones. To that end we de�ne `Virasoro' operators L�

m (m � �1, � = +;�)
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on chiral tensor �elds (and, for later purpose, on the covariant ghost variables as well)

through the anticommutators

L�
m :=

@

@cm�
S + S @

@cm�
=

@

@cm�
s+ s

@

@cm�
; m = �1; 0; 1; : : : ; (5.8)

where one can use both s and S since �KT vanishes on cm� . Using the notation of (5.7),

we obtain

L�
mT = T �

m ; L�mc
n
� = fnkmc

k
� ; L�mc

n
� = 0 :

Note that the L�
m are derivations, i.e. they satisfy the product rule, since they are de�ned

as anticommutators of two antiderivations. Furthermore their algebra closes on (functions

of) chiral tensor �elds and the covariant ghost variables and is isomorphic to the algebra

of vector �elds zm+1 d
dz

that are regular at z = 0:

h
L�m; L

�
n

i
= (m� n)L�m+n ;

h
L+
m; L

�
n

i
= 0 : (5.9)

(5.9) is easily veri�ed on the ghosts cm� using the Jacobi identity for the structure constants

fkmn. One veri�es it on any chiral tensor �eld T by evaluating s2T = 0 using (5.2). Indeed,

since T �
m is a chiral tensor �eld (see above), we have

sT �
m = s(L�

mT ) = cn�L
�
nL

�
mT

which requires (5.9) to hold on T in order to be consistent with s2T = 0.

We can now describe and construct the generators replacing in the new basis the X�;

X��; h
���; c�� and their partial derivatives. We denote the set of these new generators by

fBig and require

(I). fBig consists of `covariant derivatives' of the �elds X�; X̂��; h
���; c�� which complete

(all) their partial derivatives to chiral tensor �elds;

(II). each Bi is an eigenfunction of L+
0 and L�0 .

(II) is not really needed for the construction of a basis for the chiral tensor �elds but can

be imposed and will be useful later, as mentioned already above. It is indeed ful�lled for
the undi�erentiated �elds X�; X̂��; h

���; c��. This is evident from (B.3){(B.6) which also
yields the L�

0{eigenvalues of these �elds (`weights'), denoted by w�:

Z i X� X̂�� h�++ h��� c�� c�+
(w+; w�) (0; 0) (1; 1) (0; 2) (2; 0) (0; 2) (2; 0)

: (5.10)

We now observe that the operators L�
�1 already serve as covariant derivatives of the matter

�elds which we denote by X�
m;n:

X�
m;n =

�
L+
�1

�m �
L��1

�n
X� =

 
@

@c+
S
!m  

@

@c�
S
!n

X� ; m; n = 0; 1; 2; : : : (5.11)

where the second equality holds due to S2 = 0. In order to see that the X�
m;n indeed

complete the partial derivatives to covariant derivatives of the X� one veri�es that

X�
m;n =

1

(1 � y)
m+n (r+)

m (r�)nX� +O(m+ n � 1) ; (5.12)
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where O(m+n� 1) denotes a complicated function of h++, h��, X
� involving only their

derivatives of (m+ n� 1)th and lower order. The �rst few X�
m;n are given in appendix A

(in fact only X�
0;0, X

�
1;0, X

�
0;1 and X

�
1;1 will ultimately be needed for the cohomology). The

action of L�m and s on X�
m;n can be obtained using the algebra (5.9) and the fact that

X
�
0;0 = X� has `highest weight'

L�mX
� = 0 8m � 0 : (5.13)

In particular, one easily veri�es that X�
m;n is an eigenfunction of the L�

0 with weights

(m;n), using (5.9) and (5.10). In the next section we will show in detail that the change

of generators from the @m+ @
n
�X

� to the X�
m;n is in fact local and invertible except where

the transformation to the Beltrami variables itself becomes singular (cf. proof of lemma

6.1).

Analogously one checks that a basis fX̂��m;ng for the covariant derivatives of the an-

ti�elds X̂�� is given by

X̂��m;n =
�
L+
�1

�m �
L��1

�n
X̂�� ; m; n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (5.14)

and that X̂��m;n has weights (m + 1; n + 1). Again, the change from X�� and its partial

derivatives to the X̂��m;n is local and (locally) invertible, see next section. The action of

L�m and s on X̂��m;n can be obtained using the algebra (5.9) and

L�mX̂
�
� = 0 8m � 1 ; (5.15)

which follows from (B.4).
The construction of a complete basis for the covariant derivatives of the remaining

anti�elds h��� and c�� is more subtle since (B.5) and (B.6) show that L+
�1 does not serve

as an appropriate covariant derivative operator on h�++ or c�� due to L+
�1h

�++ = X̂��X
�
0;1

and L+
�1c
�
� = 0. Analogous statements hold for L��1 on h��� and c�+ of course. We

therefore have to look for an alternative construction of covariant derivatives. It can be
easily found. Namely the operators

D� = @� �
X

m��1

1

(m+ 1)!
(@�)

m+1h�� � L�m (5.16)

provide covariant derivatives D�T of an arbitrary chiral tensor �eld T since they are
constructed such that sD�T does not contain @�c

+, @+c
� or any of their derivatives

(again, the sum appearing in D�T contains only �nitely many nonvanishing terms since

T is local by assumption). In fact we could have used the D� to construct a basis for

the covariant derivatives of all �elds Z 2 fX�; X̂��; h
���; c��g through (D+)

m(D�)
nZ.

However that basis would not satisfy requirement (II) since the operators D� have the
following commutation relations with the L�

0 :

[L�0 ;D�] = L��1 ; [L�0 ;D�] = 0 : (5.17)

On the other hand (5.17) and (5.9) imply

[L�
0 ;

~D�] = 0 (5.18)
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where
~D� = D� � L�

�1 : (5.19)

We note that the ~D� vanish on X� and X̂��, i.e. on these �elds one actually has D� = L�
�1.

In contrast, ~D+h
�++ and ~D+c

�
� do not vanish and complete @+h

�++ and @+c
�
� to chiral

tensor �elds. In particular we have ~D+c
�
� = D+c

�
� due to L+

�1c
�
� = 0 and, more generally,

( ~D�)
mc�� = (D�)

mc�� : (5.20)

It is now straightforward to construct a basis for the covariant derivatives of h�++ and c��
with de�nite weights through

c��m;n = (L��1)
n(D+)

mc�� ; h�++m;n = (L��1)
n( ~D+)

mh�++ ; m;n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (5.21)

and analogously one constructs covariant derivatives c�+m;n and h���m;n of h�++ and c��. We

note that one has

L�
mc
�
� = L�

mh
��� = 0 8m � 1 : (5.22)

One now checks again that all the derivatives of the c�� and h��� appear as leading terms

(highest derivatives) in the new variables. Furthermore the change from the c��, h
��� and

their partial derivatives to the c��m;n and h���m;n is local and invertible, see next section.
E.g. we have, using (B.5) and (B.6),

h�++0;1 = L��1h
�++ = @�h

�++ � h��X̂
�
�X

�
0;1

h�++1;0 = ~D+h
�++ = r+h

�++ � (1� y)X̂��X
�
0;1

c�� 0;1 = L��1c
�
� = @�c

�
�

c�� 1;0 = D+c
�
� = (@+ � h++@� � 2@�h++�)c�� : (5.23)

This completes the construction of fBig. The complete list of the Bi and their weights
is given by

Bi X�
m;n X̂��m;n h�++m;n h���m;n c��m;n c�+m;n

(w+; w�) (m;n) (m+ 1; n + 1) (0; n + 2) (m+ 2; 0) (0; n + 2) (m+ 2; 0)
(m;n = 0; 1; 2; : : :) .

(5.24)

We �nally give the weights of the covariant ghost variables:

cm� cm+ cm�
(w+; w�) (m; 0) (0;m)

(m = �1; 0; 1; : : :) : (5.25)

As a side comment we remark that one has h���m+1;n = ��KTc
�
�m;n for m;n � 0 which

can easily be checked explicitly for m = n = 0 and then extended to m;n � 0 using

[L�
m; �KT ] = 0. This illustrates a general property of �KT explained above, namely that it

maps chiral tensor �elds to chiral tensor �elds.
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6 Reduction to H�(S; C)

In this section we prove that one can contract the S{cohomology in the full space of local

functions to a particular subspace which we will denote by C. In the �rst step we will

perform a reduction to the space of local functions !(cm� ;Bi) of the chiral tensor �elds

Bi and the covariant ghost variables cm� introduced in the previous section, and in the

second step a reduction to the space of local functions !(cm� ;Bi) with vanishing L+
0 and

L�0 weights. The latter is the above mentioned subspace C. The cohomology of S in C is

denoted by H�(S; C). In the third step we will give a basis for the functions in C, which
will be described in terms of a �nite number of `super�elds' in the undi�erentiated matter

�elds X� and the ghosts c0�. The subsequent cohomological analysis will be in terms of

those super�elds. The �nal step, the computation of H�(S; C), can then be done by a

direct calculation, which will be carried out in section 9.

In order to compute the S-cohomology in the space of local x-independent functions,

we have to solve

S!G([�;��]) = 0 (6.1)

where !G has arbitrary ghost number G and its argument [�;��] indicates the local10

dependence on all �elds, anti�elds and their partial derivatives collectively,

[�;��] �
n
(@+)

m(@�)
n�A; (@+)

m(@�)
n��Aj m;n = 0; 1; : : :

o
:

The set of �elds � was given in (3.6). Two solutions of (6.1) are called equivalent if

they di�er by an S{exact solution or a constant. The latter can occur only in the ghost
number{zero section due to the absence of constant ghosts,

!G([�;��]) � !0G([�;��]) , !0G � !G = S�G�1([�;��]) + � �G0 ; (6.2)

where �G�1 is a local function with ghost number (G � 1) and � is a constant. This
de�nition of equivalence is motivated by the fact that S{exact solutions of (6.1), and the
constants, correspond via the descent equations to (locally) trivial functionals, see section
4.

We will now isolate trivial pairs, which we can then remove from the computation of
the cohomology. Trivial pairs are doublets of generators (U; V ) satisfying

(a) U and V have the simple transformations SU = V , SV = 0;

(b) U and V do not occur in the S-transformation of any other generator;

(c) U and V generate the algebra of functions of U and V freely, i.e. there are no extra11

relations.

By a standard argument, using a contracting homotopy, one then easily shows that such

trivial pairs of generators indeed do not contribute nontrivially to the S-cohomology (ne-
glecting global properties of the target manifold). This reduces the computation of the

S-cohomology in the algebra of all generators to the same problem in the algebra of those

10A local function is polynomial in all these variables except for the undi�erentiated h�� and X�.
11i.e. other than the Grassman algebra relations. This third condition is usually satis�ed automatically,

and will therefore be left out of focus. In section 9 we will meet an example where it is not valid.
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generators which remain after the trivial pairs have been removed. The di�cult part in

this step is in fact not that of �nding U 's and V 's satisfying (a) but the construction of

a complete set of complementary generators, since they are conditioned by (b).

We used elimination of trivial pairs already before to remove the �elds (e; ~c) and

their anti�elds. Indeed, these pairs satisfy conditions (a){(c) in the basis of generators

introduced in section 3 (this was in fact one of the reasons for introducing that basis).

Other trivial pairs of generators are the antighosts and corresponding Lagrange multiplier

�elds (and their derivatives) which one introduces for gauge �xing. They also satisfy

evidently (a){(c) and therefore have been omitted from the very beginning. In the cases

just cited one can eliminate sets of �elds completely from the cohomology since two

undi�erentiated �elds (or anti�elds) group in trivial pairs respectively. Therefore all their

derivatives group in trivial pairs as well and these �elds disappear completely from the

cohomology (both on local functions and on local functionals). This is di�erent in the

cases considered in the following since not all derivatives of the involved �elds (ghosts)

occur in trivial pairs.

Let us now derive the reduction to functions of the chiral tensor �elds Bi and the

covariant ghost variables cm� introduced in section 5. The transformation laws Sh�� =

r�c� suggest that trivial pairs are given by

(�`;S�`) where f�`g = f(@+)m(@�)nh++; (@+)m(@�)nh��j m;n = 0; 1; : : :g : (6.3)

These pairs evidently satisfy property (a) but the ful�llment of (b) is not straightforward.
Rather, we �rst have to complete f�`;S�`g to a new basis of generators satisfying (b) and

replacing the old generators (�eld, anti�elds and their derivatives) in order to be able to
remove the �'s and (S�)'s. Of course we require the change of basis from the old to the
new generators to be invertible and local.

The new generators S�` replace the `mixed' derivatives of the ghosts c�, i.e. @+c
�,

@�c
+ and derivatives thereof, as one has Sh�� = @�c

� + : : :. Hence, we can replace the

ghosts c� and all their derivatives by the S�` and the cm� .
Now, a set of generators completing f�`;S�`g to a basis with the desired property (b)

is given by fcm� ;Big. This follows from the facts that by construction both Scm� and SBi

can be written entirely in terms of the cm� and Bi again, and that the change of basis is
indeed local and (locally) invertible due to the following lemma:

Lemma 6.1 Any local function of X�, h��, c
�, X��, h

�
��, c

�
� and their derivatives can

be written as a local function of the cm� , Bi, �` and S�` and vice versa12.

Proof: One easily veri�es that the lemma is implied by the facts that (i) the undi�erenti-

ated �elds X�, h++ and h�� are elements both of the old and of the new basis, and (ii) all
other generators of the old basis can be written as local functions of the new generators

and vice versa. (i) is relevant since X�, h++ and h�� can occur nonpolynomially in local

functions, contrary to all other generators.

Hence, all we have to prove is (ii). To that end we assign a level to each generator given

by the highest order of derivatives of �elds or anti�elds occurring in them. The proof can
then be performed inductively. First one veri�es that (ii) holds at level 0. This is obvious

12A local function of the cm� , B
i, �` and S�` depends polynomially on all these generators except

possibly on the undi�erentiated �elds X�, h++ and h��.
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since the new generators with this level just agree with old ones (undi�erentiated �elds

and anti�elds) up to the replacements X�� $ X̂��. In the second step of the induction one

shows that (ii) holds at level n if it holds at all smaller levels.

For the derivatives of the X� that second step of the induction can be performed as

follows. Consider the set of nth order derivatives of the X�, i.e. f(@+)n�p(@�)pX�jp =

0; : : : ; ng. The corresponding set of new generators with the same level is fX�
n�p;pjp =

0; : : : ; ng. Due to (5.12) (and (A.2)), one has

X
�
n�p;p =

nX
q=0

M (n)
p;q (h) (@+)

n�p(@�)
pX� +O(n� 1) : (6.4)

Here O(n� 1) denotes a local function of generators with levels k � n� 1, cf. (5.12) and

(A.2). Since (ii) is supposed to hold at all levels smaller than n we don't have to worry

about this term. The question then is whether M (n)
p;q is invertible. This can be seen by

considering the transformation of independent variables from x� to y� = (1� y)�1(x� +

h��x
�). With constant h�� it is obvious that this leads to the same matrix for the

transformation between x� derivatives and y� derivatives, since @=@y� = r�. From this

one easily sees that detM (n) = (1 � y)�n(n+1)=2. This proves that all (@+)
m(@�)

nX� are

indeed local functions of the new generators and that the change from the (@+)
m(@�)

nX�

to the X�
m;n is invertible except for y = 1. The latter is the same singularity that occurred

already in the change to the Beltrami variables themselves, cf. remark after (5.6). Note
that if we would have encountered here in�nitely many further singularities (e.g. at any
level a di�erent one), then the change to the new generators would not have been allowed.

Analogously one checks that the change from the �elds X��; h
���; c�� and their deriva-

tives to the corresponding new generators is also local and invertible except for y = 1.

The cm� contain the ghosts and their `unmixed' derivatives. Using Sh�� = r�c� =
@�c

� + : : :, cf. (B.2), we see that the mixed derivatives of the ghosts are the highest
derivative parts of S�`g. Therefore all the ghosts and their derivatives and all (deriva-
tives of) h�� are replaced by fcm� ; �`;S�`g.

Since the new basis of generators has been constructed such that it satis�es require-
ments (a) and (b), we can now conclude that the trivial pairs of generators can be removed
from the cohomology:

Lemma 6.2 (i) Any solution of (6.1) can be expressed entirely in terms of the cm� and
Bi modulo an S{exact contribution,

S!G([�;��]) = 0 ) !G([�;��]) = !̂G(cm� ;Bi) + S�G�1([�;��]) : (6.5)

(ii) A function of the variables cm� and Bi is S{exact i� it is the S{transformation of a
another function of these variables,

!̂G(cm� ;Bi) = S�G�1([�;��]) , !̂G(cm� ;Bi) = S �̂G�1(cm� ;Bi) : (6.6)

Now we go to step 2: the reduction to the space C, which includes only the zero

eigenspaces of L�
0 . Since all variables c

m
� and Bi have by construction de�nite weights (cf.
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(5.24) and (5.25)), we can decompose any function !̂G(cm� ;Bi) into parts with de�nite

weights,

!̂G(cm� ;Bi) =
X
m;n

!̂G
m;n(c

m
� ;Bi); L+

0 !̂
G
m;n = m!̂G

m;n; L
�
0 !̂

G
m;n = n!̂G

m;n : (6.7)

By their very de�nition (5.8), the L�
0 can be represented as anticommutators of S with

other operators (namely with the derivatives with respect to c0�). Together with (6.7) this

is already su�cient to conclude from S!̂G = 0 the S{exactness of all !̂G
m;n apart from !̂G

0;0.

Namely, (5.8) implies that S commutes with the L�
0 and therefore leaves their eigenspaces

invariant. Hence, S!̂G = 0 requires all !̂G
m;n to be separately S{invariant. This implies

in turn that !̂G
m;n is S{exact unless both m and n vanish, cf. e.g. `basic lemma' in [25].

Using the S{invariance of the L�
0{eigenspaces again, we can further conclude that !̂G

0;0 is

S{exact if and only if it is S{exact in the space of functions with weights (0; 0). This is

the space C of functions mentioned in the beginning of this section:

C = f!(cm� ;Bi) : L+
0 ! = L�0 ! = 0g : (6.8)

We have therefore shown that the computation of all solutions of (6.1) can be reduced to

the computation of H�(S; C):

Lemma 6.3 (i) Any solution of (6.1) is a function in C up to an S{exact part,

S!G([�;��]) = 0 ) !G([�;��]) = �!G + S�G�1([�;��]); �!G 2 C : (6.9)

(ii) A function in C is S{exact in the space of local functions i� it is S{exact in C,

�!G = S�G�1([�;��]); �!G 2 C , �!G = S��G�1; ��G�1 2 C : (6.10)

For later purposes, in step 3 we now characterize C more explicitly. Consider �rst the
variables with weights (0; 0). They are collectively denoted by zA:

fzAg = fX�; �+; ��g where �� � c0� : (6.11)

We interpret fzAg as coordinates of a superspace. A generic super�eld H(z) is then a
function of the form

H(z) = H(X) +H+(X)�+ +H�(X)�� +H+�(X)�+�� : (6.12)

The functions H(X); : : : ;H+�(X) in the expansion (6.12) will be called the component

�elds of H(z).
Now, recall that among all generators cm� and Bi only the undi�erentiated ghosts

c�1+ = c+ and c�1� = c� have negative weights, given by (�1; 0) and (0;�1) respectively,
cf. (5.24) and (5.25). The nilpotency of c+ and c� implies that functions in C cannot

involve generators whose L+
0 { or L�0 {weight exceeds 1 (recall that we are dealing with

local functions and therefore a function in C is polynomial in all variables cm� and Bi

except for the X�
0;0 = X�). Furthermore, whenever a variable with L+

0 {(L
�
0 {) weight 1

occurs, it must appear necessarily together with c+ (c�). It is then easy to verify that
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any function in C can be expressed in terms of the zA which have weights (0; 0) and in

terms of the following zero-modes of the L�
0 :

T � = c+X
�
1;0 + c�X

�
0;1 ; R� = c+X

�
1;0 � c�X

�
0;1 ;

T+ = 2c�1+ c1+ = c+@2+c
+ ; T� = 2c�1� c1� = c�@2�c

� ;

T
�
+� = c+c�X

�
1;1 ; T �� = c+c�X̂�� :

(6.13)

The motivation for introducing the linear combinations T � and R� of c+X
�
1;0 and c�X

�
0;1

is that T � and T� group naturally in a \super-multiplet" corresponding to fzAg via the

BRST operator (see below),

fTAg = fT �; T+; T�g : (6.14)

Note that TA is a vector of fermionic type, i.e. the �rst components T � are fermionic,

while the others are bosonic. On the z's and the quantities (6.13), S takes the simple

form
SzA = TA ; STA = 0 ;

SR� = �2T �
+� ; ST �

+� = 0 ;

ST �� = �KTT
�
� :

(6.15)

The explicit form of �KTT
�
� depends on the classical action. Therefore, we have to deter-

mine this action before we can completely compute H�(S; C).
Due to the composite nature of the quantities (6.13), involving nilpotent ghosts, their

algebra is not freely generated but subject to the following identities:

T �T � = �T �T � = �R�R� ; R�T � = R�T � ; T �T� = �R�T� ;

T�T� = TATBTC = R�TATB = R�R�TA = R�R�R� = 0 ;

TAT
�
+� = R�T

�
+� = TAT �� = R�T �� = 0 ;

T �
+�T

�
+� = T �

+�T
�
� = T ��T

�
� = 0 : (6.16)

Taking these identities into account it is now straightforward to write down the most

general function in C. It can be parametrized by super�elds multiplying the various non-
vanishing monomials in the quantities (6.13). The parametrization we will use in the
following sections is described by the following lemma.

Lemma 6.4 Any function ! 2 C can be uniquely written in the form

![A;BA;FAB; C�;N�� ;K�;H�]

= A(z) + TABA(z)� 1
2
TATBFBA(z)(�)A

+R�C�(z) + 1
2
R�T �N��(z) +

�
T
�
+� +

1
2
R�TA@A

�
K�(z) + T ��H�(z) (6.17)

where A(z); : : : ;H�(z) are super�elds of the form (6.12) and FAB and N�� satisfy

F++ = F�� = 0 ; FAB = �(�)ABFBA ; N�� = N�� : (6.18)

Here (�)A denotes the grading of zA, i.e. (�)� = 1 and (�)� = �1.
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That N�� can be assumed to be symmetric follows from R�T � = R�T �, cf. (6.16). The

graded antisymmetry of FAB follows from the commutation relations of the TA 13. Note

that two components, F++ and F��, are missing because of the identities T�T� = 0

occurring in (6.16).

The proof of the lemma is straightforward. We just note that the decomposition (6.17)

is indeed unique since (6.18) implies that the F�� are antisymmetric whereas the N�� are

symmetric under exchange of their indices, i.e. T �T �F��(z) and R�T �N��(z) are clearly

independent functions in C.

Although it is not necessary to include the term R�TA@AK�(z) in (6.17) (it can be

absorbed in the FA�{terms), we have introduced it for later convenience.

In the �nal step for the determination of the cohomology, we explicitly compute S
on the function (6.17), and identify the kernel and the image of this operation. That

is done �rst for the anti�eld{independent part in section 7, leading in section 8 to the

classical action. From that action, we know also �KTT
�
� in (6.15), and can then make

the analysis in full generality in section 9. S! = 0 and ! 6= S� will impose conditions

on the super�elds A(z); : : : ;H�(z) occurring in (6.17). In particular these conditions will

involve derivatives of the super�elds with respect to the zA. Therefore it is convenient to

introduce the following shorthand notations for these derivatives:14

f@Ag =
(
@� =

@

@X�
; @� =

@

@��

)
: (6.19)

This allows to express the S{transformation of an arbitrary function of the z's through

S F (z) = TA@AF (z) : (6.20)

We end this section with three remarks.

1. Notice that all quantities (6.13) occur in pairs (A;SA) except for the T �� . However
this does not imply a trivial cohomology on functions of the A's and (SA)'s since
their algebra is not a free one due to (6.16). In particular zA and TA do not form a
trivial pair, notwithstanding eq.(6.15): they do not obey the condition (c) (see the
beginning of this section).

2. Note that functions in C involve only the six covariant ghost generators c�1� , c0� and

c1�. They correspond to the two sl(2)-copies fL��1; L�0 ; L�1 g. Furthermore, one easily
checks that all L�m with m = 2; 3; : : : vanish on the generators occurring in functions
in C. Hence, lemma 6.3 can be viewed as a reduction of the S-cohomology in the

space of local functions to the \weak sl(2)-Lie algebra cohomology" in C. However,
we cannot use the standard results on the Lie algebra cohomology here since the

sl(2)-representations on the generators are not �nite dimensional (recall that L+
�1

and L��1 act like derivatives on the generators which leads to in�nite multiplets).15

13The sign factor for the corresponding term in ! is the natural one.
14Note the double use of the symbol @�; we hope it is clear from the context whether this stands for

@=@�� or @=@x�.
15Although only a �nite number of generators contributes to C, the usual results on the Lie algebra

cohomology do not apply here since, by setting to zero the other generators, one would violate (5.9)

(nevertheless SC � C holds since the nilpotency of the ghosts prevents those generators which do not

occur in functions ! 2 C from contributing to S!).
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3. Since C contains only functions with ghost numbers ranging from 0 to 6, we conclude

that the cohomology of S on local functions is trivial for all other ghost numbers.

According to section 4 this implies that the cohomology of S on local functionals

can be nontrivial at most for ghost numbers ranging from �2 to 4 (in fact the value

�2 does not occur since H0(S; C) is representated by a constant as one can easily

check already at this stage).

7 Strong BRST cohomology on anti�eld independent

functions

We have shown in sections 5 and 6 that the computation of the S-cohomology on local

functions can be reduced to the computation of H�(S; C) which is the S-cohomology

in the subspace of local functions described by lemma 6.4. As a �rst step towards the

computation of this cohomology we will now compute the S-cohomology in a subspace

C� of C given by the anti�eld independent functions. (We denote this cohomology by

H�(S; C�).) This can be done consistently, since the closure of the algebra (absence of

quadratic terms in anti�elds in the extended action) implies that the S-transformation of

any function in C� is again contained in C�. Note that the resulting cohomology classes
are not a subset of the cohomology classes of S in the space of local functions of �elds and
anti�elds: the image of S acting on that space contains functions in C�. Therefore it can
happen that an S-invariant function in C� is trivial in H�(S; C) although it is nontrivial
H�(S; C�). Functions with this property always contain the �eld equations. Whereas
H�(S; C), to be computed in section 9, is a weak cohomology, H�(S; C�) is the strong
BRST cohomology, since on �elds the operation S is the BRST operator.

The main reason for computing H�(S; C�) �rst is that it provides, for ghost number
2, the general classical action Scl described in section 2. The latter has to be determined
before we can compute H�(S; C) completely, since it �xes the S-transformation of the
quantities T �� , cf. (6.15).

Now, any function in C� takes the form (6.17) with H� = 0. Using (6.15) and the

identities (6.16) we obtain for the S-transformation of a generic element of C�:

S![A;BA;FAB; C�;N�� ;K�; 0] = ![0; ~BA; ~FAB; 0; 0; ~K�; 0] (7.1)

where

~BA(z) = @AA(z) ;
~FAB(z) = @ABB(z)� (�)AB@BBA(z) for [AB] 6= [++] or [��] ;
~K�(z) = �2C�(z) : (7.2)

Recall that ~F++ and ~F�� do not occur in !, cf. (6.18).

We now analyse the implications for the cohomology. S! = 0 requires all super�elds
(7.2) to vanish. The last equation in (7.2) shows (i) that S! = 0 requires C� = 0, and (ii)

that the super�eld K� can be always removed from ! by subtracting an S-exact function.
Next we observe that N�� is not restricted by (7.2) and does not occur in the image of C�
under S. Hence, the terms in ! involving the super�elds N�� clearly represent nontrivial

cohomology classes of H�(S; C�).
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The remaining functions are the (graded) antisymmetric FAB(z), BA(z) and A(z).
They form a super 2{form, 1{form and 0{form, on which S acts as a superderivative.

The �rst two equations (7.2) show that S! = 0 restricts the super�elds A and BA, and
that FAB(z) is trivial if it is of the form @AB0B� (�)AB@BB0A for some super�elds B0A. The
condition on A, namely @AA = 0, clearly implies that A is constant. The same equation

implies that a super{one{form BA which is exact is in the image of S, while S! = 0

requires BA to be \almost closed" in superspace. It would be closed if also the conditions
~F�� = 0 were present, but this is not the case, as stated already. This is the reason

why the super-one-form de�ned through the BA(z) is not exact in superspace16. The

extent to which this super{one{form is only \almost exact" is described in the following

\super{Poincar�e lemma for almost closed super{one{forms":

Lemma 7.1 The general solution of

@ABB(z)� (�)AB@BBA(z) = 0 for [AB] 6= [++] or [��]; (7.3)

is given by @AA0(z) + �+Aa++�
+ + ��Aa���

�, i.e.

B�(z) = @�A0(z); B�(z) = @�A0(z) + a���
� : (7.4)

where a++ and a�� are arbitrary (X{independent) constants.

Proof: Explicitly, the equations (7.3) read

@[�B�](z) = 0 ; @�B�(z)� @�B�(z) = 0 ; @+B�(z) + @�B+(z) = 0 ; (7.5)

and we have to prove that this implies (7.4) for some A0(z) and a��. From @[�B�](z) = 0
we conclude B� = @�B(z) for some super�eld B(z), using the usual Poincar�e lemma. The
second set of equations (7.5) then yields @�(B� � @�B) = 0. Using the usual Poincar�e
lemma again (this time for zero-forms), we conclude B� = @�B + �� + a���

� + d��
+��

where ��, a�� and d� are constants and summation over � is understood. This implies

@�B� + @�B� = 2a(��) + 2d(���)�
 ; (7.6)

and the last equation (7.5) leads to a(+�) = 0 and d� = 0. One now easily veri�es that

this implies (7.4) by setting A0(z) = B(z) + ���
� + a+��

+��.
The fact that some nontrivial solutions remain is due to the absence of the equations
~F++ = 0 and ~F�� = 0: adding these also would kill the solutions.

Therefore we conclude:

Lemma 7.2 The BRST-cohomology in C� is given by

S! = 0; ! 2 C� , ! = !0 + a++T
+�+ + a��T

���

�1
2
TATBFBA(z)(�)A + 1

2
R�T �N��(z) + S�; � 2 C� (7.7)

where !0, a++ and a�� are constants. The functions FAB(z) that give non-vanishing
contributions are de�ned only up to \super-curls", i.e. up to

FAB(z)! FAB(z) + @AB0B(z)� (�)AB@BB0A(z) : (7.8)

16If it were really closed then it would be exact as well|this is easily proved, for all non-vanishing

super-form degrees, just like the usual Poincar�e lemma, using that the superspace coordinates zA and

the corresponding superspace di�erentials group in trivial pairs.
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8 General classical action

We are now in the position to determine the general classical action Scl described in section

2. Indeed, according to section 4, Scl can be obtained from the most general S-invariant
anti�eld independent function with ghost number 2. Hence, it is provided by H2(S; C�),
i.e. by lemma 7.2 for ghost number 2.

Now, up to trivial solutions, the only parts with ghost number 2 contained in (7.7)

are given by 1
2
T �T �B��(X) and 1

2
R�T �G��(X) where B��(X) and G��(X) are the lowest

component �elds of the super�elds F��(z) and N��(z) respectively. Note that they are

antisymmetric and symmetric respectively due to (6.18). Using (6.13) we obtain

!2
0 = 1

2
T �T �B��(X) + 1

2
R�T �G��(X)

= c+c�X
�
1;0X

�
0;1[G��(X) +B��(X)] (8.1)

where we have speci�ed the form degree and ghost number of ! again in order to make

contact with the notation used in section 4. The remaining arbitrariness given by (7.8)

a�ects only B��(X) and reads

B��(X) ! B��(X) + 2@[�B
0
�](X) (8.2)

where B0�(X) is the lowest component �eld of the super�eld B0�(z) occurring in (7.8).
It is now straightforward to evaluate Scl from (8.1) using the prescription given in

section 4 which converts invariant functions to invariant functionals. Applying (4.4) resp.
the substitution rule (4.6) to (8.1) results in the 2{form

!0
2 = dx+dx�(1� y)X�

1;0X
�
0;1[G��(X) +B��(X)] : (8.3)

This is the integrand of the most general classical action. Using (A.15) it can be cast in

a more familiar form:

Scl =
Z
d2x

�
1
2

p
g g��G��(X)@�X

� � @�X� +B��(X)@+X
� � @�X�

�
: (8.4)

Notice that adding trivial contributions S�10 with �10 2 C� to (8.1) results in adding

(locally) exact forms to (8.3), i.e. total derivatives to the integrand of (8.4). Indeed, since
�10 2 C� does not involve anti�elds, the application of (4.4) to S�10 cannot give rise to a
2{form S��12 but only to d�01. Since we neglect total derivatives whether or not they are
total di�erentials globally, this does not change (8.4). In particular, a change of B�� as
in (8.2) gives indeed rise to a total derivative term as

2
Z
d2x@+X

� � @�X� � @[�B0�](X) =
Z
d2x

h
@+
�
B0�@�X

�
�
� @�

�
B0�@+X

�
�i

: (8.5)

We obtain thus the well-known actions of the non{linear �{models. Examples are the
WZNW{models where the X� parametrize some Lie group manifold with group elements
G = exp(X�T�), where T� is a suitable matrix representation of the Lie algebra. Then

g��@�X
� �@�X� �G�� equals g

��Tr (G�1@�G �G�1@�G). Similarly the second contribution
to the classical action can then be written as a topological term in 3 dimensions.

With formulas of appendix A, the general classical action (8.4) can also be written as

Scl =
Z
d2x

n
1

1�y
G��(X)[(1 + y)@+X

� � @�X� � h++@�X
� � @�X�

� h��@+X
� � @+X� ] +B��(X)@+X

� � @�X�
o
; (8.6)
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which gives a suitable form for the equations of motion for X�, providing the �KT{trans-

formation of X�� given in (B.10). This results in the following S{transformation of the

quantity T �� de�ned in (6.13):

ST �� = �2G��T
�
+� � 2����;�c

+c�X
�
1;0X

�
0;1

= �2G��T
�
+� � 2�+

��;�c
+c�X�

1;0X
�
0;1

= �2G��T
�
+� � ���;�R

�T � + 1
2
H���T

�T � (8.7)

where the notations of (A.16){(A.17) have been used. Note that (8.7) would not change

even if we took into account global properties of the base or target manifold since the

equations of motion for X� remain the same whether or not the total derivative terms

one adds to Scl are globally exact.

(8.4) is the most general functional satisfying requirements (i) and (ii) imposed on

the classical action in section 2. We shall carry out the analysis in the following for this

general form of the classical action. That means that we will not assume any particular

properties of the functions G��(X) and B��(X), not even invertibility of G�� (X) (This

is also the reason why we use the `Levi{Civita connection' in the form with all indices

down.). The only non-degeneracy restriction we impose is the implication

G��(X)h� (X) = ���;�(X)h�(X) = H���(X)h�(X) = 0 ) h� = 0 (8.8)

since otherwise requirement (iii) imposed on Scl in section 2 would be violated. Indeed,
the presence of a non{vanishing solution h� of G��h

� = ���;�h
� = H���h

� = 0 would give
rise to an additional gauge symmetry of Scl generated by ��X

� = � h�(X) and �� g�� = 0
where � is an arbitrary function (on the two dimensional base manifold).

As already mentioned, some of the solutions (8.4) can still be cohomologically trivial
when they can be written as Z

(S��12 + d�01) (8.9)

for some 2{forms ��12 and �01 involving nontrivially the anti�elds. This may look strange
at �rst since (8.4) itself is needed to de�ne the S{transformation of the anti�elds. Nev-
ertheless some functionals (8.9) connect two di�erent twodimensional actions, which are
then physically equivalent. These connections have a natural interpretation in terms of

(in�nitesimal) target space reparametrizations. They have been called sigma model sym-
metries or pseudo{symmetries [28], and occur naturally in the cohomological analysis
which we perform. A generalisation of this statement, concerning �eld rede�nitions in

general can be found in appendix C.

9 Complete computation of H�(S; C)

After this intermezzo, which was necessary to determine the full S transformation law (8.7)
of T �� , we come back to the computation of H�(S; C). We will compute the most general
S{invariant function (6.17) modulo trivial solutions. We work henceforth with a given

action, i.e. for given functions G�� (X) and B��(X). Fixing these functions is needed,

because ST �� depends on them. Nevertheless we will not have to impose restrictions on
these functions, i.e. we will compute H�(S; C) completely for any given choice of them.
In particular we do not assume G��(X) to be invertible.
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We present the result of the calculation of S in the form of (6.17). It is more convenient

however to express it in terms of

Ĉ� = C� +H� ; (9.1)

where H� is obtained from the super�eld H� occurring in (6.17) by lowering its index

with G��

H�(z) = G��(X)H� (z) : (9.2)

Hence, the general expression will contain Ĉ� instead of C�, i.e. the terms containing Ĉ�
and H� are given by

R�Ĉ�(z)�R�H�(z) + T ��H�(z) : (9.3)

With this choice of basis for the super�elds, closed and exact functions can be easily

identi�ed. Using (6.15) and (8.7) one easily veri�es that the result of S!, gets modi�ed

from (7.2) to

S![A;BA;FAB; C�;N��;K�;H�] = ![0; ~BA; ~FAB; 0; ~N�� ; ~K�; 0] (9.4)

with

~BA(z) = @AA(z) ; ~N�� = F 0(��) ; ~K�(z) = �2Ĉ�(z) ;
~FAB(z) = @ABB(z)� (�)AB@BBA(z) + 1

2
(F 0AB � (�)ABF 0BA) ; (9.5)

where F 0AB are auxiliary quantities de�ned by

F 0�� = D��H� +D+
� H� ; F 0�� = �F 0�� = �@�H� ; F 0+� = F 0�+ = 0 : (9.6)

Here we have used the covariant derivatives (A.18). Note that only the symmetric (anti-
symmetric) part of F 0�� enters in ~N�� ( ~F��) and that one has

F 0(��) = @�H� + @�H� � 2���;�H� ; F 0[��] = H���H� : (9.7)

The functions K� and Ĉ� disappear from the cohomology, just as K� and C� in section 7.
We now address the changes in the analysis of that section. The inclusion of the anti�eld
dependent terms, i.e. the presence of the super�elds H�(z), modi�es the result of section
7 in two ways:

1. New solutions of S! = 0 involving non{vanishing H�(z) may exist. As one has
~H� = 0 in (9.4), any S-invariant function of this type gives a new solution of the
cohomology problem.

2. Some of the solutions provided by lemma 7.2 become trivial.

We see immediately from (9.5) that the second modi�cation applies only to solutions
involving the super�elds FAB(z) and the N��(z), whereas the constant solutions and the

two solutions T+�+ and T��� occurring in (7.7) remain nontrivial. We postpone a

further speci�cation until we analyse the cohomology at speci�c ghost numbers, and now
elaborate on the �rst modi�cation.
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We now investigate whether there are `new' solutions involving H�. The equation
~F�� + ~N�� = 0 takes the form

0 = D��H� +D+
� H� + @�B� � @�B� ; (9.8)

which may be decomposed into a symmetric and an antisymmetric part, corresponding to
~N�� = 0 and ~F�� = 0 respectively. (9.8) is the Killing equation for H�. The new solutions

therefore correspond to isometries of the target space.17 We will see that they also encode

the rigid symmetries of the sigma model. Apart from solving the Killing equation, there

are no more conditions for the part of H� which is independent of �� and denoted18 by

H�, and thus has to satisfy

D��H� +D+
� H� + @�B� � @�B� = 0 : (9.9)

We call the non{vanishing H� solving these equations Killing vectors, and denote a basis

for them by f��a (X)g. The corresponding vectors B� in the Killing equation (9.9) are

denoted by b�a(X),

f��a (X); b�a(X) : a = 1; : : : ; Ng : (9.10)

The conditions ~F�� = 0 require

0 = @�B� � @�(B� �H�) : (9.11)

We can solve these equations for @+B� and @�B� and insert the result in (9.8) after
applying @+ or @� to the latter. Using (A.19), this results in

D�� (@�H�) = 0 : (9.12)

Hence, @�H� should be \covariantly constant" vectors. Such vectors are analysed in

section D.3, where it is shown that they are related to the chiral symmetries, which
for the example of WZW models are the Ka�c{Moody symmetries. In particular (9.12)
requires the component �elds H��(X) of H�(z) to solve

D+
�H

+
� = 0 ; D��H

�
� = 0 : (9.13)

We denote a basis for these special Killing vectors by

f��a+(X) : a+ = 1; : : : ; N+g; f��a�(X) : a� = 1; : : : ; N�g : (9.14)

The numbers N+ and N� of �a+'s and �a�'s are in general di�erent. As shown in ap-

pendix D.3, (9.13) implies that they satisfy (9.8) with B�� = �H�� . Therefore (9.14) are
subsets of (9.10). This implies N c � N++N� � N � D(D+1)=2, since the latter is the

maximal value of linearly independent Killing vectors (D being the range of �).
The �nal equation ~F+� = 0 gives restrictions on the possible new solutions only

through the component �eld H+�
� (X) of H�(z). The conditions (9.12) imply that H+�

�

should be covariantly constant for both signs of the torsion, i.e. D+
�H

+�
� = D��H

+�
� = 0.

Such vectors are considered in section D.4, where we �nd that H+�
� = @�� for some

17In appendix D some properties of Killing vectors and Lie{derivatives are given, always allowing a

degenerate metric.
18We use the notation introduced in (6.12).
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\scalar" �(X), see (D.35). However, (9.11) and ~F+� = 0 imply � = constant and thus

H+�
� = 0. As argued in appendix D.4, this is only possible if H�+� generates an extra

gauge symmetry distinct from di�eomorphisms and Weyl transformations. (We obtain

the equations (8.8)). We exclude this possibility using assumption (iii) of section 2 and

conclude H�+� = 0. Including them we would have local symmetries which are not

included in the BRST operator. If we would include these symmetries in the BRST

operator with new ghosts c+�, the vectors H
�+� would not be cohomological solutions,

but rather determine the extra term in the extended action at anti�eld number 1: Sextra =

X��H
�+�c+�.

It is interesting to note how the di�erent types of symmetries are all organised in terms

of the new solutions H: all the rigid symmetries make use of the H(X) component, those

rigid symmetries related to the chiral symmetries occur in H�(X), and the extra gauge

symmetries would show up in H+�(X).

We have now analysed all conditions imposed by S! = 0 and have used part of the

freedom to add trivial solutions for �xing the form of !. We give a summary of all

solutions in the form of a theorem:

Theorem 9.1 The cohomology of S on local functions is given by

S! = 0 , ! = S� + !0 + a++T
+�+ + a��T

���

�1
2
TATBFBA(z)(�)A + 1

2
R�T �N��(z)

+T �B�(z)�R�H�(z) + T ��H�(z) (9.15)

where !0, a++ and a�� are constants and the super�elds B�(z), H�(z) and H�(z) are
given in terms of the solutions of (9.9) and (9.13) according to

B�(z) = �ab�a(X)� �a
+

��a+(X)�+ + �a
�

��a�(X)�� ;

H�(z) = �a��a (X) + �a
+

��a+(X)�+ + �a
�

��a�(X)�� ; (9.16)

where the �'s are arbitrary constants. There are still trivial solutions which can be added
to (9.15) without changing its form for �xed choices (9.10) and (9.14). (9.5) shows that
they are given by

S[TAB0A(z) + T ��H0�(z)�R�H0�(z)] (9.17)

and give rise to the following rede�nitions of the super�elds in (9.15):

N��(z) + F��(z) ! N��(z) + F��(z) + 2@[�B0�](z) +D��H0�(z) +D+
� H0�(z) ;

F��(z) ! F��(z) + @�B0�(z)� @�B0�(z)� @�H0�(z) ;
F+�(z) ! F+�(z) + @+B0�(z) + @�B0+(z) ; (9.18)

where B0�(z) and H0�(z) denote arbitrary super�elds and H0�(z) = G��(X)H0�(z).
Hence, the di�erent inequivalent types of solution are:

1. The constants ! = !0.

2. The two solutions T+�+ and T��� stemming from lemma 7.1.

3. The terms involving the super�elds FAB and N�� , in so far as they are not of the
form (9.18).
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4. The solutions involving the N Killing vectors ��a and the respective b�a.

5. The terms involving the N c covariantly constant Killing vectors ��a+, �
�

a�.

The numbers N c � N can be zero.

We will now order the solutions according to ghost number and reduce the remaining

arbitrariness by removing trivial solutions. Recall that a generic super�eld F(z) contains
parts with ghost number ranging from 0 to 2. This is due to the nilpotency of the �� = c0�.

Since T �, R� and T �� have ghost number 1 respectively and T� has ghost number 2, the

various super�elds and constants occurring in (9.15) contribute only to solutions ! with

speci�c ghost number G:

!0 a�� F�� ;N�� F�� F+� B�;H�

G 0 3 2; 3; 4 3; 4; 5 4; 5; 6 1; 2
: (9.19)

Note that the cohomology groups HG(S; C) are in�nite dimensional for G = 2; : : : ; 6

due to the presence of arbitrary functions of theX's in the results for these ghost numbers.

It is therefore more instructive to compare the number of arbitrary functions occurring

for the various values of G rather than the dimensions of the HG(S; C) themselves. Of
course one should subtract from this number the number of arbitrary functions contained
in the remaining trivial solutions, and add again zero modes of the trivial solutions. In

addition there are extra solutions or zero modes. An overview is given in table 1.

Table 1: Overview of the cohomology at �xed ghost number. The upper indices � and +�
refer to the component of the super�eld as in (6.12). The numbers indicate the number of
arbitrary functions that characterise the solution. The numbers in square brackets refer
to the number of extra constants. In the counting we assumed an invertible target space
metric (otherwise e.g. H 0� does not subtract 2D solutions).

G soln. number zero number zero for number result

modes zero

0 !0 [1] [1]

1 (��a ; b�a) [N ] [N ]

2 �
�

a� [N c] [N c]
F�� +N�� D2 B0�;H

0
� 2D A00; ��a 1 + [N ] (D � 1)2 + [N ]

3 a�� [2] [2]

F��� +N��� 2D2 B0�� ;H
0�
� 4D A00� 2 2D(D � 1)

F�� 2D B0� 2 �
�

a� [N c] [N c]

4 F+�
�� +N+�

�� D2 H 0+�� D

F��� 4D B0+�� D

F+� 1 B0�� 4 A00+� 1 D2 + 2(D � 1)

5 F+�
�� 2D 2D

F�+� 2 B0+�� 2

6 F+�
+� 1 1

We now present the explicit solution for each ghost number.
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G = 0. In this case the only solution is !0 = constant.

G = 1. The possible solutions are those of type 4 in theorem 9.1. We can write the

result for !1 in terms of the Killing vectors as

!1 = �a!1
a ; (9.20)

where �a are arbitrary constants and

!1
a = T �b�a �R�G���

�
a + T ���

�
a : (9.21)

G = 2. There are two types of solutions with G = 2: those of type 3 involving the

component �elds N�� and F�� ofN�� and F��, and secondly there are the possible solutions

of type 5.

Up to trivial solutions we therefore obtain in the case G = 2

!2 = !2
(0) + �a

+

!2
a+ + �a

�

!2
a� (9.22)

where

!2
(0) = 1

2
T �T �F��(X) + 1

2
R�T �N��(X)

= c+c�X�
1;0X

�
0;1[F��(X) +N��(X)] ; (9.23)

!2
a� = [T �� � (R� � T �)G��]�

�

a��
�

,
(
!2
a+ = (T �� � 2c+X�

1;0G��)�
�
a+�

+

!2
a� = (T �� + 2c�X�

0;1G��)�
�

a��
� :

(9.24)

Specialising to N�� = G�� , F�� = B�� and �a
�

= 0, this reproduces the result derived in
section 8 for the classical action. The remaining arbitrariness resulting from (9.18) reads:

N��(X) + F��(X) !
N��(X) + F��(X) + 2@[�B

0
�](X) +D��H

0
�(X) +D+

� H
0
�(X) (9.25)

where H 0�(X) and B0�(X) are arbitrary functions (they are the lowest component �elds

of the super�elds H0�(z) and B0�(z) occurring in (9.18)). Note that (9.25) represents a
larger arbitrariness than its analog (8.2) found in section 8 since there we did not take

the anti�elds into account (see the remark at the end of section 8 for the interpretation

of this additional freedom in the case that F�� = B�� and N�� = G��).

G = 3. There are two types of solutions with G = 3 arising from (9.15): �rst there
are the solutions of type 2 and secondly there are solutions of type 3 containing the

component �elds F���, N
�
�� and F�� of the super�elds F��, N�� and F��. In fact the

F�� can be assumed to be zero with no loss of generality since they can be removed by

choosing

B0�� = �F�� + @�B
0
� �H 0�� (9.26)

in (9.18). Here B0� is irrelevant since contributions @�B
0
� to B0�� drop out of (9.18),

and thus this term can actually be omitted in (9.26) (it corresponds to the zero for zero
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entry A00� in table 1). On the other hand H 0�� will appear again below. Up to trivial

contributions the solution for G = 3 thus reads

!3 = a++!
3
+ + a��!

3
� + !3

X+ + !3
X� ; (9.27)

where a�� are the constants occurring in (9.15) and

!3
� = T��� = �c� @�c� � @2�c� ; (9.28)

!3
X� = 1

2
R�T �N���(X)�� + 1

2
T �T �F���(X)��

= c+c�X
�
1;0X

�
0;1[F

�
��(X) +N���(X)]�� : (9.29)

The solutions !3
+ and !3

� are nontrivial, but !3
X� can still have trivial contributions. The

remaining arbitrariness is given by those transformations (9.18) which preserve the form

(9.27), i.e. which do not reintroduce F��. These transformations involve only H 0�� since

B0�� is completely determined in terms of H 0�� according to (9.26) which yields, setting

F�� = 0 and dropping @�B
0
�,

B0�� = �H 0�� : (9.30)

One easily veri�es that therefore !3
X� are determined only up to

N+
��(X) + F+

��(X) ! N+
��(X) + F+

��(X) + 2D+
� H

0+
� (X) ;

N���(X) + F���(X) ! N���(X) + F���(X) + 2D��H
0�
� (X) (9.31)

where H 0��(X) are arbitrary functions. They trivialize parts of the solutions N��� + F���,
unless they are themselves covariantly constant Killing vectors, in which case they do not

contribute to (9.31).

G = 4. All solutions are of type 3 and involve the component �elds F+�
�� , N+�

�� , F���,
F��� and F+� of the corresponding super�elds respectively. Using (9.18) one veri�es that
one can always achieve

F+� = 0 ; F��+ = F+
�� � F� (9.32)

by choosing B0�+, B
0+
� and B0+�� appropriately. Note that, again, only D + 1 out of the

D + 2 component �elds B0�+, B
0+
� and B0+�� are needed for the choice (9.32), which is

related to the zero for zero mode A00+� in table 1. Hence, one �nds up to trivial solutions

!4 = 1
2
�+��[R�T �N+�

�� (X) + T �T �F+�
�� (X)] + T �(T��+ + T+��)F�(X)

+T �[T���F���(X) + T+�+F+
�+(X)] : (9.33)

The remaining arbitrariness is given by

N+�
�� (X) + F+�

�� (X) ! N+�
�� (X) + F+�

�� (X) +D��H
0+�
� (X) +D+

� H
0+�
� (X) ;

F�(X) ! F�(X)�H 0+�� (X) ;

F���(X) ! F���(X) + @�B
0�
�(X) (9.34)

where H 0�+�(X) and B0��(X) are arbitrary functions. If G�� is invertible, we can simplify

the result and simultaneously reduce the remaining freedom. Namely in that case we can
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remove F� by choosing H 0�+� = G��F�. Since this �xes H 0�+� completely, we are then

left with

det(G��) 6= 0 : !4 = 1
2
�+��[R�T �N+�

�� (X) + T �T �F+�
�� (X)]

+T �[T���F���(X) + T+�+F+
�+(X)] (9.35)

with the only remaining arbitrariness

F���(X) ! F���(X) + @�B
0�
�(X) : (9.36)

G = 5. Analogously one veri�es that the result is, up to trivial solutions,

!5 = �+��T �
h
T�F+�

�� (X) + T+F+�
�+ (X)

i
: (9.37)

No arbitrariness is left, i.e. (9.37) is nontrivial for any non{vanishing choice of F+�
�� (X).

G = 6. Any non{vanishing function in C with ghost number 6 is S{invariant, nontrivial
and of the form

!6 = T+T��+��F+�
+� (X) (9.38)

where F+�
+� (X) is an arbitrary (non{vanishing) function.

10 Results and their interpretation

In this section we spell out the results for the antibracket cohomology on local functionals
with ghost numbers g = �1; 0; 1 implied by the computation of the previous sections.
We give their physical interpretation too. Of course the results of the previous sections
provide also a complete list of solutions of the cohomology problem for functionals of
all other ghost numbers but no physical interpretation of them is known yet. We just

recall here that our results imply the absence of such functionals for all ghost numbers
g < �1 and g > 4, and that the results for g = 2; 3; 4 can be easily obtained from (9.33) (or
(9.35)), (9.37) and (9.38) by means of the `ascent prescription' described in section 4. That
prescription is given by equations (4.4) resp. (4.6) which `integrate' the descent equations
by converting S{invariant functions with ghost number G to S{invariant functionals with
ghost number g = G � 2. As the analysis in section 9 shows, the following results are
valid for any given action of the form (8.4).

g = �1: Rigid symmetries and conserved Noether currents.
For S{invariant functionals with ghost number �1 we have to start from (9.20), (9.21).

The only term for which the ascent prescription (4.6) can lead to dx2 � dx+dx� =

�dx�dx+ is the anti�eld dependent one, as one needs a term quadratic in ghosts. The

only solutions in the cohomology are then linear combinations of

W�1
a =

Z
d2xX�� �

�
a (X) (10.1)

where the �a are the Killing vectors of the target space, satisfying (9.9). The interpretation

of these solutions is well{known: according to [2] the nontrivial S{invariant functionals
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with ghost number (�1) correspond one-to-one to the nontrivial rigid symmetries of the

classical action generated by �eld transformations which are local, i.e. polynomial in the

derivatives of all �elds. We conclude that the linearly independent solutions of (D.6)

provide all nontrivial rigid symmetries of that type which leave the corresponding action

functional (8.4) invariant.19 In particular this implies that any rigid symmetry gener-

ated by local �eld transformations is independent of the two dimensional metric, and of

derivatives of the matter �elds and does not contain explicit dependence on the coordi-

nates x� of the two dimensional base manifold. For instance, Ka�c{Moody symmetries do

not occur here since they are non{local in the space{time metric or zweibein �eld, see

remarks in appendix D.3. That the Killing vectors indeed generate rigid symmetries can

be easily veri�ed, see e.g. appendix D.2. We also note that the corresponding conserved

Noether currents j� whose divergence vanishes on-shell can be obtained from the 1{forms

!0
1 arising from (9.21) by the ascent procedure (4.6) through the identi�cation [2]

!0
1jX�=0 � dx�"��j

� ; "�+ = �"+� = 1 : (10.2)

We obtain

j�a = 1
1�y

[(��a � b�a)r�X� � h��(��a � b�a)r�X�]

, j�a =
�p

gg����a + "��b�a
�
@�X

� ; "+� = �"�+ = 1 : (10.3)

One can check that this agrees with (D.11).

g = 0: Action and background charges.
The anti�eld{independent solutions with ghost number 0 arise from (9.23) and have

the same form as the action itself,

W 0
(0) =

Z
d2x

�
1
2

p
g g��N��(X)@�X

� � @�X� + F��(X)@+X
� � @�X�

�
(10.4)

where N�� and F�� are arbitrary symmetric resp. antisymmetric functions. The equation
(9.25) implies now that (10.4) is cohomologically trivial i�

N��(X) + F��(X) = @[�B
0
�](X) +D��H

0
�(X) +D+

� H
0
�(X) ; (10.5)

for some B0� and H
0�. In particular, two actions (8.4) di�ering only by a shift in G��+B��

given by (10.5) are thus cohomologically equivalent. Indeed they should be regarded also
as physically equivalent since contributions @[�B

0
�] to B�� give rise to a total derivative

in the Lagrangian while the other contributions in (10.5) are generated by in�nitesimal

target space reparametrizations X� ! X� +H 0�(X).
The anti�eld{dependent solutions with ghost number 0 arise via the ascent prescription

(4.6) from (9.24). One gets

W 0
a� =

Z
d2x

h
X��

�
@��

� + h��@��
�
�
� 2

1�y
@�h�� � r�X� �G��(X)

i
� ��a�(X) (10.6)

where the �a� are special (`covariantly constant') Killing vectors of the target space,

satisfying (9.13). Hence, the solutions (10.6) correspond one{to{one to these Killing
vectors whose existence and particular form depends on the choice of G�� and B�� .

19A rigid symmetry is called trivial in this context if the �eld transformations reduce on{shell to gauge

transformations, possibly with �eld dependent parameters.
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The interpretation of (10.6) is familiar in the chiral gauge. Taking h++ = 0, dropping

the corresponding �� ghost, and specialising to G�� = ���, we getZ
d2x(X��@+�

+ � 2@+X� � @+h��) � ��+ ; �
�
+ = �a

+

�
�
a+

in which one recognises the so{called `background charge' terms (see [29, 30] for their

inclusion in the BV formalism). To reproduce the well{known form of these background

charge terms in the conformal gauge, one has to include both chiralities, and add an

appropriate BRST{trivial term. Therefore, W 0
a� constitute the generalisation of this

chiral gauge treatment, and will be called background charge terms henceforth.

As we will show in detail in [11] these background charge terms have in general two

di�erent interesting applications: a) appropriate linear combinations of them can be used

to construct generalizations of the corresponding action (8.4) (consistent deformations in

the terminology of [12]) such that the generalized action is invariant under corresponding

extensions of the BRST (resp. gauge) transformations (2.7), and b) other linear combina-

tions represent indeed background charges in the usual sense, i.e. they can cancel (matter

�eld independent) anomalies if regarded formally of order �h1=2.

In fact we will show in [11] that the actions obtained from a) generalize the well-known

Liouville actions.

g = 1: Anomalies.
(9.27) provides two types of solutions: matter �eld independent ones arising from

the !3
�, and matter �eld dependent ones arising from the !3

X�. The former read, after

performing a partial integration,

W 1
� = �2

Z
d2x c�@3�h�� = �2

Z
d2x (�� + h���

�)@3�h�� ; (10.7)

whereas the latter are given by

W 1
X� =

Z
d2x 1

1�y

�
@��

� + h��@��
�
�
� r+X

� � r�X� �
�
N���(X) + F���(X)

�
: (10.8)

Some of these are cohomologically trivial. This is the case if

N+
��(X) + F+

��(X) = �2D+
� H

0+
� (X) ; N���(X) + F���(X) = �2D��H 0�� (X) (10.9)

respectively, with D�� as in (A.18) (H 0��(X) are arbitrary functions).
The physical interpretation of the solutions (10.7) and (10.8) is well-known: they are

the candidate anomalies. Those which are of the form (10.9) can still be cancelled by

local counterterms. In section 11 we will show that particular linear combinations of

these anomaly candidates indeed reproduce the well-known Weyl anomalies.

Finally we conclude that (10.1),(10.4),(10.6),(10.7) and (10.8) provide, up to the (lo-

cally) trivial solutions (10.5) and (10.9), a complete list of S{invariant functionals with
ghost numbers �1; 0; 1. More precisely, they represent all the inequivalent nontrivial co-

homology classes of these ghost numbers (neglecting \topological" solutions which are
locally but not globally trivial).
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11 Weyl anomalies and the dilaton

The expressions (10.7) and (10.8) provide the candidate anomalies, up to the S variations

of local counterterms. All these solutions of the consistency condition can be grouped

in two chirality classes (`right' and `left' ones), given by fW 1
+;W

1
X+g and fW 1

�;W
1
X�g

respectively. Since the theories under consideration are governed by left{right symmetric

actions (8.4), at most left{right symmetric combinations of the solutions (10.7) and (10.8)

are expected to occur as true anomalies of the theories. We will therefore now compute

those linear combinations of solutions (10.7) and (10.8) which are left{right symmetric. It

will turn out that, by subtracting appropriate cohomologically trivial pieces, all of them

can be cast in the form
R
d2x(c
) where c denotes the Weyl ghost and 
 is a density which

does not depend on anti�elds at all. This form suggests to interpret them as candidate

Weyl anomalies. The latter are of course the only anomalies that can be present if one

uses a regularization scheme which preserves the di�eomorphism invariance.

The left{right symmetric combination of the solutions (10.7) reproduces precisely (1.1),

up to a trivial solution:

W 1
+ �W 1

� + SM0 = A0 (11.1)

where the counterterm M0 is given by

M0 =
Z
dx2 1

1�y
[�r+L � r�L + @�h++ � (2r�L � r�) + @+h�� � (2r+L� r+)] :

(11.2)

(We have used (B.13) and (A.12).)
To get the left{right symmetric combinations of the chiral solutions (10.8) we have to

impose
N+

�� + F+
�� = N��� + F��� � f�� : (11.3)

Then the left{right symmetric matter �eld dependent candidate anomalies are given by
the sum W 1

X = W 1
X+ +W 1

X� which indeed can be transformed to a Weyl anomaly,

W 1
X �S

Z
d2x 1

1�y
L r+X

� � r�X� � f��(X)

= �
Z
d2x c

�
1
2

p
g g��@�X

� � @�X� � f(��)(X) + @+X
� � @�X�f[��](X)

�
: (11.4)

In fact, the anomalies of the general action (8.4) have been investigated in [10], for invert-

ible G�� , including a non{Weyl invariant dilaton term, and all above types of anomalies
do appear there. The dilaton term will be discussed below. Dropping it for the moment,
they get in [10], up to one loop, anomalies of the form (11.4) with f(��) and f[��] given by

f(��)(X) = R��(X)� 1
4
H�

��(X)H���(X) ; f[��](X) = D�H
�
��(X) (11.5)

where D� denotes the target space covariant derivative de�ned with torsionless connection

���
�(X) and R��(X) is the corresponding Ricci tensor of the target space. They also

get an anomaly of the form (1.1) with coe�cient (the second term is now a two{loop

contribution)
D � 26

48�2
+

�0

16�2

n
�R(X) + 1

12
H2(X)

o
(11.6)

(where (4��0)�1 was put in front of the action, and the expansion in �0 is thus the

loop expansion). It was noted in [10] that the vanishing of the functions in (11.5) already
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implies that (11.6) is a constant. According to our analysis it is anyway only this constant

which is cohomologically nontrivial, and thus is the relevant part of the result.

Let us now discuss how the dilaton terms of [10] arise in our results. As we pointed

out in sections 9 and 10, not all solutions (10.8) are nontrivial but among them there are

trivial ones given by (10.9). Furthermore recall that these are the only trivial solutions.

Let us now investigate the trivial left{right symmetric solutions (11.4). (11.3) imposes

D+
� H

0+
� = D��H

0�
� , D�� �� +D+

� �� + @�b� � @�b� = 0 (11.7)

where

�� = H 0�� �H 0�+ ; b� = H 0�� +H 0+� : (11.8)

(11.7) states that �� solves the Killing vector equations (9.9). Hence, it is a linear combi-

nation of the Killing vectors ��a , and b� is the corresponding linear combination of b�a, up

to a piece 2@�� containing an arbitrary function �(X) which drops out of (11.7) (a factor

of 2 has been introduced to compare with the results of [10]),

�� = �a��a ; b� = �ab�a + 2@�� : (11.9)

If we insert this result in the triviality condition f�� = �2D+
� H

0+
� and assume G�� to be

invertible in order to make contact with [10], we �nd that (11.4) is trivial if

det(G��) 6= 0 : f(��) = �2D�@��� �aD(�b�)a ;

f[��] = �H��
�@��� �a(@[���]a +

1
2
H��

�b�a) (11.10)

where
D�@�� = @�@��� ���

�@�� :

In absence of Killing vectors (11.10) reduces precisely to the anomaly cancellation con-
dition found in [10]20. Notice however that in presence of Killing vectors we �nd in fact
that the anomaly cancellation condition is more general than the one imposed in [10].

It should also be noted that the covariantly constant Killing vectors drop out of (11.10)
due to (D.16), i.e. these Killing vectors do not contribute to that anomaly cancellation
condition (rather, they provide the background charges!).

Finally we compute the counterterm whose S{variation leads to the anomaly cancel-
lation (11.10). To that end we recall that the latter arose from (9.17) where we have to

use (9.30). Hence, the function whose S{variation leads to (11.10) is given by

� = �T ��(H 0�+�+ +H 0����) + (T � +R�)H 0+��
+ � (T � �R�)H 0���

� : (11.11)

The integrand of the counterterm we are looking for arises from (11.11) through the ascent
prescription (4.4) which converts � to a 2{form with ghost number 0. The resulting

counterterm is

W 0 = �
Z
d2xH 0+� (X)

h
X��(@+�

+ + h��@+�
�)� 2

1�y
@+h�� � r+X

�
i

�
Z
d2xH 0�� (X)

h
X��(@��

� + h++@��
+)� 2

1�y
@�h++ � r�X�

i
(11.12)

20We have a di�erence in the factor in front of the H��
�@��{term.
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where one has to insert the expressions for H 0�� which result from (11.8) and (11.9), i.e.

H 0�� = @��+
1
2
�a(b�a � ��a) : (11.13)

Then W 0 is the general form of the counterterm which can cancel the left-right symmetric

anomalies W 1
X in (11.4) at the one loop level when added to the action and multiplied

with �h. The reader can check that the covariantly constant Killing vectors �a+ contribute

only to H 0+ (but not to H 0�) whereas the �a� contribute only to H 0�. Hence, these

Killing vectors occur in (11.12) only through the functionals (10.6). Since the latter are

S{invariant, the covariantly constant Killing vectors do not contribute to SW 0 at all, in

accordance with the above observation that they drop out of the anomaly cancellation

condition (11.10).

Let us �nally discuss those terms in (11.12) which contain the \dilaton" �(X). After

performing a partial integration they read

W 0
� =

Z
d2x

h
�2�(r+

1
1�y

@+h�� +r� 1
1�y

@�h++)

�X��@��(@��� + h��@+�
� + h++@��

+)
i
: (11.14)

Using (A.12), (A.7) and (B.13) and partial integrations we can cast (11.14) in the form

W 0
� =

Z
d2x

h
�2�(r� 1

1�y
r+L� 1

2
eR)�X��@��(SL� ��@�L� c)

i

=
Z
d2x

hp
g(�R+ g��@�� � @�L) �X��@��(SL� ��@�L � c)

i
: (11.15)

Finally we split o� an S-exact piece in the last term in (11.15) and end up with

W 0
� =

Z
d2x

hp
g �R� 2

1�y
Lr+X

� � r�X� �D+
� @��

+@�� �X��c+ S(LX��@��)] (11.16)

where the last term may be omitted since it does not contribute to SW 0
� at all. Combin-

ing this with eq.(11.4), and using eq.(11.10), we see that the dilaton dependence of the
counterterm that can cancel the matter �eld dependent Weyl anomaly is just

W 0
�;Weyl =

Z
d2x (

p
g �R � cX��@��) : (11.17)

12 Conclusions and �nal remarks

We investigated the BRST{antibracket cohomology for two-dimensional theories with

given �eld content (two-dimensional metric and scalar matter �elds) and given gauge in-

variances (Weyl and di�eomorphism invariance). We have solved that cohomology com-
pletely both on local functions and on local functionals, where the latter arises from the

former via the descent equations. Neglecting global aspects, we found that nontrivial
cohomology exists only for ghost numbers ranging from 0 to 6 in the case of local func-

tions resp. from (�1) to 4 in the case of local functionals. In particular we obtained the
following results:
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1. The most general classical action functional describing the models in question is

given by (8.4).

2. The rigid symmetries of the models which are generated by local �eld transfor-

mations (i.e. by �eld transformations which are polynomial in the derivatives of

the �elds) correspond one-to-one to the target space isometries, i.e. they are given

by the independent Killing vectors of the target space, solving (D.6). In particular,

Ka�c{Moody symmetries are not present among these symmetries since they are non-

local in the two-dimensional metric. They are only symmetries, strictly speaking,

after gauge{�xing the metric.

3. The background charges correspond one-to-one to the covariantly constant Killing

vectors of the target space. There are in general two types of such Killing vectors,

distinguished by the connection (�+
��;� resp. ����;�) which occurs in the respective

equation (D.15) de�ning these Killing vectors. The general form of the correspond-

ing background charge terms in the BV{formalism is given by (10.6).

4. There are two types of candidate anomalies. Both are independent of anti�elds (up

to cohomologically trivial contributions), and both are subdivided in two chirality

classes. Those of the �rst type do not depend on the matter �elds at all and
are represented by the two solutions (10.7) which are cohomologically nontrivial
and inequivalent. The left-right symmetric combination of these two candidate
anomalies provides the Weyl anomaly (1.1). The candidate anomalies of the second
type involve the matter �elds and are given by (10.8). They depend on arbitrary

functions N��� and F��� of the matter �elds, and are cohomologically trivial if and
only if these functions are of the form (10.9).

5. The general conditions for the absence of matter �eld dependent Weyl anomalies

are given by (11.10), expressing which of the corresponding BRST{cocycles are
cohomologically trivial. On the one hand these conditions reproduce the dilaton
terms well-known in the literature [10]. On the other hand they involve further
terms which, to our knowledge, have not been discussed in the literature yet. These
additional terms occur in presence of isometries of the target space and involve

the corresponding Killing vectors. The general form of the counterterm which can
cancel the matter �eld dependent Weyl anomalies is given by (11.12), with H 0�� as in
(11.13). The part of this counterterm involving the dilaton can be cast in the form

(11.17). Hence, the dilaton need not be introduced by hand but shows up naturally
within the cohomological analysis (and in the counterterm), and there may exist

novel anomaly free target space manifolds with suitable isometries.

Our presentation has been completely target space covariant. We started by a co-
variant transformation rule on the X coordinate, i.e. it was independent of the choice

of coordinates. Then we took the most general solution for our action. This was then

covariant too. Therefore the cohomology problem was also treated covariantly.
As far as we know, our computation is the �rst complete computation of the coho-

mology considered. Previous work [4, 5, 7] contains partial results, and is to some extent
inaccurate. In particular concerning the anomalies, we disagree with [4] where it is claimed

that all matter �eld dependent candidate anomalies become cohomologically trivial when
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the anti�elds are taken into account. We have given explicitly, eq. (10.8), the form of the

remaining nontrivial candidates, see also the discussion under result 4 above. In [5] the

splitting of all types of candidate anomalies in pairs of two cohomologically inequivalent

solutions with di�erent chirality does not stand out. Furthermore, the form of the matter

�eld dependent candidate anomalies given in [5] is not the most general one, in that only

candidate anomalies are presented there which are Lorentz invariant in target space. In

[7] the classical action is not the most general one in that the torsion term is not present.

Also, the chiral splitting of the matter dependent anomalies is not found either.

After the preliminary report of part of our work in [8], some of our methods have

been used also by [6]. A �rst criticism on this work is that it ignores the indices of the

matter �elds and therefore overlooks the subtleties stemming from (anti-) symmetrization

of these indices in D > 1 target space dimensions. But even in the case D = 1 the results

in table 2 of [6] are not the same as ours in table 1. To compare these tables, one must

omit in our table the zero modes indicated by 'H', as they arise from anti�eld dependent

terms which have not been taken into account in [6] (see discussion below). Then table 1

would give us for D = 1 as number of solutions involving arbitrary functions for G =2, 3,

4, 5, 6 respectively 1, 2, 2, 2, 1. This still di�ers from table 2 in [6] for G = 4: in fact their

�rst two types of solutions can be shown to be identical cohomologically in the case D = 1,

using the \counterterm" S
h
T ��+��B0+�� (X)

i
= S

h
(c+X�

1;0 + c�X
�
0;1)c

+
0 c
�
0 B

0+�
� (X)

i
.

A more serious criticism, which also applies to [4, 5], is that the anti�elds are not
taken into account fully. This implies that they investigate strong BRST cohomology and
that their results are in fact gauge{dependent.

To clarify this di�erence we recall some points about gauge �xing and BRST in the

BV framework (for short reviews, see [31, 32]). All �eld quantities occur in �eld-anti�eld
pairs. The terminology used throughout this paper is that we indicated as `�elds' all
those which have non{negative ghost numbers, while the `anti�elds' are those with the
negative ghost numbers. This is referred to as the `classical basis'. Using this basis, the
`BRST'{operator is given by 
 = s, introduced in (2.4). Another possible choice is to

choose as �elds a set that has no zero modes in the propagators. This is referred to as the
`gauge{�xed basis'. For such a basis to exist, it is necessary that the extended action is
proper, although this does not guarantee that the change of basis can be done in a local
and covariant way. The latter sometimes requires the introduction of extra trivial sectors,
although this is not necessary in our case, where in the gauge �xed basis the �elds can be

chosen to be
f�Ag = fX�; c+; c�; b++ = h++ �; b�� = h�� �g : (12.1)

Of course, the antibracket cohomology does not depend on the basis in which it is
computed, i.e. our results remain valid also in the gauge{�xed basis. What changes,
however, is the BRST{operator 
. On the �elds it is de�ned through


F (�) � SF j��=0 : (12.2)

In general 
2 � 0, where � means equality up to �eld equations, namely the �eld equa-

tions of the extended action with the appropriate anti�elds set equal to zero. (In our

case 
2 = 0.) It can be proven in general [27, 30] that the `weak cohomology' of 
 (in
the de�nition of that cohomology all equalities are replaced by �) for local functions is
equal to the cohomology of S. For integrals of local functions, this statement holds in the

classical basis also for non{negative ghost numbers, but there is no such statement for the
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gauge{�xed basis. However, we can circumvent this problem using the descent equations,

which relate in each case the cohomologies of local integrals to those of local functions.

The work cited above was concerned with the BRST cohomology. The antibracket

cohomology, which we have calculated, is related by the considerations above to the weak
BRST cohomology (in the classical basis). It is the relevant one for anomalies, physical

states, ... . This remains true if, as in our case, 
2 = 0. Thus our results are more complete

than those of [4, 5, 6] where anti�elds have not been taken into account seriously. This

con�rms once more that the inclusion of the anti�elds in the cohomological analysis gives

more insight into the properties of a theory than the anti�eld independent (strong) BRST

cohomology alone and is thus superior to latter, even if the gauge algebra is closed.

It constitutes another good reason for computing the antibracket cohomology directly,

keeping all the anti�elds, as we have done.

The advantage of our treatment stands out if one considers that the Killing vectors

enter in the cohomological analysis only if one includes the anti�elds (resp. investigates

the weak cohomology). The same holds for the dilaton terms. Our results show that the

isometries (Killing vectors) of the target space play an important role in the theory. They

provide all the rigid symmetries of the models, all background charges and occur in the

most general anomaly cancellation condition. In fact we will show in the companion paper

[11] that they also give rise to interesting deformations of the models, possibly providing

new non-critical string theories.
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A Useful formulae

Let us �rst remark that we use symmetrization and antisymmetrization of indices with

`total weight 1', i.e.

A[�B�] =
1
2
(A�B� �A�B�) ; A(�B�) =

1
2
(A�B� +A�B�) : (A.1)

We use covariant derivatives in the world{sheet

r+ � @+ � h++@� + �(@�h++�) ;
r� � @� � h��@+ � �(@+h���) (A.2)

and � is the number of lower + indices of the expression on which the operator acts (�
the number of lower � indices + the number of upper � indices � the number of upper

+ indices). To express ordinary derivatives in terms of covariant ones, we have

@�Z
(�) =

1

1� y
(r� + h��r� � �r�)Z

(�) ; (A.3)

where Z(�) is an arbitrary tensor of weight �, and

r� = @�h�� � h��@�h�� : (A.4)

Eq.(A.3) is often used for the ghosts:

r�c� + h��r�c� = (1 � y)@�c
� � c�r� : (A.5)

Other useful formulae concerning the covariant derivatives are the commutators

[r�; @�]Z(�) = ��@2�h�� � Z(�) (A.6)

and the following identities:

r+
1

1�y
r�Z(0) = r� 1

1�y
r+Z

(0) = 1
2
@�
�p

g g��@�Z
(0)
�
; (A.7)

r�(c
� 1
1�y

eZ(0)) = @�(�
�pgZ(0)) : (A.8)

For the inverse of the metric and some other conversions of functions of the metric to
the chiral basis we have

p
g g+� =

g+�p
g
=

1 + y

1 � y
;

p
g g�� = �g��p

g
=
�2h��
1� y

;

1 + y =
2g+�

g+� +
p
g
; 1� y =

2
p
g

g+� +
p
g
: (A.9)

For the ghosts, important translation formulae are

�� = 1
1�y

(c� � h��c
�) ;

r�c� = ��@�h�� + @��
� � (h��)

2@��
� + h��(@��

� � @��
�) ; 

��@� +
�

1 � y
(�+r+ � ��r�)

!
Z(�) = 1

1�y
c�r�Z

(�) : (A.10)
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The Riemann tensor is de�ned by

1
2
R�

�� = @[��]�
� + �"[

���]�
" : (A.11)

The curvature scalar can be written as

1
2
eR = 1

2
eR��

�� = r� 1
1�y
r+L�r� 1

1�y
@�h++ �r+

1
1�y

@+h�� : (A.12)

where we introduced

L = ln
e

1� y
= ln

g+� +
p
g

2
: (A.13)

For the �elds, the �rst few of the basis of chiral tensor �elds, de�ned in (5.11), are

X
�
0;0 = X� ;

(1� y)X�
1;0 = r+X

� ; (1 � y)X�
0;1 = r�X� ;

(1� y)X
�
1;1 = r+

1
1�y
r�X� = r� 1

1�y
r+X

� = 1
2
@�
�p

g g��@�X
�
�
;

(1� y)X�
2;0 = r+

1
1�y
r+X

� � 1
1�y

r+ � r+X
� ;

(1� y)X�
0;2 = r� 1

1�y
r�X� � 1

1�y
r� � r�X� : (A.14)

Another useful equation is

(1 � y)X�
1;0X

�
0;1 =

1
1�y
r+X

� � r�X� =
1

2

p
g g��@�X

� � @�X� + @+X
[� � @�X�] ; (A.15)

and the last term is covariantly written as 1
2
"��@�X

� � @�X� .

In target space we introduce the connections with torsion

2���;� � @�G�� + @�G�� � @�G�� ; (A.16)

H��� � @�B�� + @�B�� + @�B�� ;

����;� � ���;� � 1
2
H��� = ����;� : (A.17)

There are two types of covariant derivatives:

D�� V� � @�V� � ����;�V
� ; (A.18)

and we have that
2@[�V�] = D�� V� �D+

� V� : (A.19)

It is understood here that the fundamental quantities are the V � rather than the V� since

we do not assume G�� to be invertible and thus cannot use it to raise indices but only to

lower them. When written completely in terms of the V �, (A.18) reads

D�� V� = G��@�V
� + ����;�V

� : (A.20)

Note that (A.20) would be obvious if we could de�ne covariant derivatives on vectors with
upper indices. However that requires an invertible metric.
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B S{transformations in Beltrami basis

On the variables introduced in section 3 the part s of S acts according to

sc+ = c+@+c
+ ; (B.1)

sh++ = r+c
� ; (B.2)

sX� = c+X
�
1;0 + c�X

�
0;1 ; (B.3)

sX̂�� = c+ 1
1�y

(r+ � r+)X̂
�
� + @+c

+ � X̂��
+c� 1

1�y
(r� � r�)X̂

�
� + @�c

� � X̂�� ; (B.4)

sh�++ = c�(@�h
�++ � h��X̂

�
�X

�
0;1) + c+X̂��X

�
0;1 + 2@�c

� � h�++ ; (B.5)

sc�� = c�@�c
�
� + 2@�c

� � c�� (B.6)

with X̂�� as in (5.6). The transformations of c�; h��; h
��� and c�+ are obtained from those

of c+; h++; h
�++ and c�� by interchanging all + and � indices. The weights (5.10) are

read o� (B.3){(B.6) since these equations take the form

sZ = w+@+c
+ � Z + w�@�c

� � Z + c+L+
�1Z + c�L��1Z : (B.7)

This allows e.g. to determine

SX�
1;0 = @+c

+ �X�
1;0 + c+X

�
2;0 + c�X

�
1;1

= 1
1�y

�
r+c

+ + c�r� + h++r�c+�
�
X�

1;0 ; (B.8)

and to show that (A.15) is a density:

S
�

1
1�y
r+X

� � r�X�
�
= r�

�
c� 1

(1�y)2
r+X

� � r�X�
�
: (B.9)

The part �KT of S is non-vanishing only on the anti�elds and for the general classical
action (8.4) given by

�KT X̂
�
� = �2G��X

�
1;1 � 2����;�X

�
1;0X

�
0;1 = �2G��X

�
1;1 � 2�+

��;�X
�
1;0X

�
0;1 ; (B.10)

�KTh
�++ = �G��X

�
0;1X

�
0;1 ; (B.11)

�KTc
�
� = �r+h

�++ + X̂��r�X� (B.12)

with ����;� as in (A.16). �KTh
��� and �KTc

�
+ are obtained from �KTh

�++ and �KTc
�
� by

interchanging all + and � indices.

The useful quantity (A.13) transforms according to

SL = ��@�L+ @�c
� � 1

1�y
c�r� + c

= ��@�L+ @��
� + h��@+�

� + h++@��
+ + c : (B.13)

The transformation of eR reads

S(eR) = 2r� 1
1�y
r+c+r�(c

� 1
1�y

eR)

= @�(
p
gg��@�c+ ��

p
gR) : (B.14)
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C S{exactness of target space reparametrizations

Two actions (8.4) which di�er only by a (regular) target space reparametrization should

be regarded as physically equivalent. This �ts nicely with the fact that two actions related

by an in�nitesimal target space reparametrization

X� ! X� + f�(X) (C.1)

are cohomologically equivalent since their di�erence is S{exact. This statement is implied

by the following more general one:

Lemma C.1 The di�erence of two (local) classical actions S0[�], S0[�+ ��] related by a
(local) in�nitesimal �eld rede�nition ��i = f i(�; @�; : : :) is S{exact in the space of (local)
functionals of the �elds and anti�elds if it is invariant under S:21

S0[�+ ��]� S0[�] = S�[�;��] , S (S0[�+ ��]� S0[�]) = 0 : (C.2)

Here � denotes collectively all �elds (including the ghosts or ghosts for ghosts, ..., corre-
sponding to the gauge symmetries of S0).

Proof: The implication ) follows from the nilpotency of S. In order to prove the

implication ( we remark S0[�+ ��]� S0[�] =
R
ddx (S0[�]

 

� =��i)��i which implies

S0[�+ ��]� S0[�] = �KT

Z
ddx��i ��

i = S
Z
ddx��i ��

i +W [�;��] (C.3)

where �KT denotes the Koszul{Tate di�erential (�KT�
�
i = S0[�]

 

� =��i). It contains all
the terms of S�� which have no anti�elds. Therefore W , a (local) functional of �,
�� of ghost number zero, contains an anti�eld and a ghost in all its terms. Since
S (S0[�+ ��]� S0[�]) = 0 holds by assumption, we conclude from (C.3), using S2 = 0,
that W is S{invariant. General theorems on the cohomology of S [27, 33, 30] then imply
that

W = S![�;��] (C.4)

where ! is a (local) functional. This completes the proof of (C.2) since we have

S0[�+ ��]� S0[�] = S
�
! +

Z
ddx��i ��

i

�
:

One may now verify that lemma C.1 applies to the target space reparametrizations
(C.1) since Scl[X

� + f�(X); g��] is S{invariant. That Scl[X� + f�(X); g��]� Scl[X
�; g��]

is indeed S{exact can be seen from (9.25) and (D.9).
A few comments on the content of the above lemma seem to be in order here. Notice

that the requirement S (S0[�+ ��]� S0[�]) = 0 imposes a highly nontrivial condition on

the variations ��i. For instance, if the gauge transformations form a closed algebra, then it

requires S00[�] � S0[�+ ��] to be invariant under exactly the same gauge transformations

21S itself is de�ned with the extended action of which S0[�] constitutes the part in the �elds of zero

ghost number.
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of the �i that leave S0[�] itself invariant (recall that for closed algebras SS0[�] = 0 holds

due to the gauge invariance of S0[�]). Furthermore it should be noted that the symmetries

of S0[�] (both the rigid and the gauge symmetries) are a subset of the transformations ��i

satisfying the above condition. Namely, if ��i is a symmetry, then one even has �S0[�] �
S0[�+ ��]� S0[�] = 0 which is evidently a stronger condition than S(�S0[�]) = 0. This

suggests to call transformations ��i which ful�ll S(�S0[�]) = 0 generalized symmetries or
pseudo{symmetries.

Finally we remark that the lemma C.1 applies also to theories which do not possess

a (nontrivial) gauge symmetry at all. However, in that particular case there are no

conditions on the pseudo{symmetries since S0[�+ ��]�S0[�] is S{invariant for arbitrary
�eld rede�nitions ��i because then S reduces to �KT and thus vanishes on all �i.

D Lie derivatives and Killing vectors

In this appendix we collect properties of Lie derivatives, Killing vectors, and �nally special

Killing vectors which are covariantly constant. Most of these properties were found already

in [34] (where the target{space metric has been assumed to be invertible), but we stress

that we will not assume that G�� is invertible. Instead, especially for the properties of

covariantly constant Killing vectors we will use (8.8), i.e. assumption (iii) of section 2.

D.1 Lie derivatives

The Lie derivative along a vector H� is de�ned, for example for a 2{tensor Y�� , by

LHY�� � H�@�Y�� + @�H
� � Y�� + @�H

� � Y�� : (D.1)

The Lie{derivative commutes with the ordinary di�erential. For the metric and the anti-

symmetric tensor B�� there are the identities

LHG�� = 2D(�H�) = 2@(�H�) � 2���;�H
� ; (D.2)

LHB�� = �2@[�
�
B�]�H

�
�
+H���H

� ; (D.3)

LHH��� = 3@[�
�
H��]�H

�
�
; (D.4)

where in (D.4) we used the Bianchi identity for the curl of B��. The commutator of two

Lie derivatives gives a new Lie derivative:

[LH ;LK] = LL with L� = H�@�K
� �K�@�H

� ; (D.5)

and L� is called the Lie bracket of H and K.

D.2 Killing vectors

Killing vectors �� are de�ned by the condition that there exists a vector b� such that

D�� �� +D+
� �� + 2@[�b�] = 0 (D.6)
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with D�� as in (A.18). Splitting this condition in its symmetric and antisymmetric part

using (D.2) and (D.3), we have

0 = L�G�� (D.7)

0 = H����
� + 2@[�b�] = L�B�� + 2@[�b̂�] with b̂� = b� +B���

� : (D.8)

(D.8) can also be written without making reference to a function b� as LHH��� = 0.

Killing vectors of a given metric and torsion generate rigid symmetries of the corre-

sponding action (8.4). In general, replacing X� by X� + f�(X)� for arbitrary f(X) and

in�nitesimal � leads (up to a total derivative) to a classical action with the replacement

G�� +B�� ! G�� +B�� + �(D�� f� +D+
� f�) ; (D.9)

and an extra term Z
d2x

p
g g��G��(X)f�(X)@�X

� � @�� : (D.10)

Therefore if f� is replaced by ��, satisfying (D.6), the action is invariant provided � does

not depend on the world{sheet coordinates. For future reference, if � depends on the

world{sheet coordinates, we can use (8.5) to obtain (�+� = ���+ = 1)

�Scl =
Z
d2x

�p
g g����(X)� "��b�(X)

�
@�X

� � @�� : (D.11)

The commutator of two (in�nitesimal) rigid symmetries is again a rigid symmetry22.
Therefore the Lie bracket of two Killing vectors gives a new Killing vector. Introducing a
basis of the Killing vectors ��a , we thus have that

�
�
[ab] = ��a@��

�
b � ��b @��

�
a (D.12)

de�nes again a Killing vector (or vanishes), i.e. it satis�es again (D.7) and (D.8) with

b̂�[ab] = Lab̂�b � Lbb̂�a or

b�[ab] = Lab�b � Lbb�a �H����
�
a �

�
b ; (D.13)

the latter modulo an irrelevant total derivative which drops out of (D.8). In (D.13) we
have used the abbreviation

La = L�a : (D.14)

D.3 Covariantly constant Killing vectors

We shall now derive some useful properties of the special Killing vectors (9.14). They are
de�ned by

D�� ��a� = 0 ; (D.15)

i.e. they are covariantly constant. This de�nition is equivalent to the Killing equations

(D.7) and (D.8) with the extra condition

b�a� = ���a� ; (D.16)

22A trivial symmetry cannot occur in this case since the Killing vectors do not involve partial derivatives

of the X's whereas both the equations of motion as well as the gauge transformations would necessarily

introduce derivatives of the X's.
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i.e. (D.15) is equivalent to

La�G�� = 0 ; H����
�

a� = �2@[���]a� : (D.17)

These Killing vectors determine the Ka�c{Moody symmetries. Indeed, in these cases

(D.11) shows that the action is invariant for transformations with parameters �a
�

satis-

fying �p
g g�� � "��

�
@��

a� = 0 : (D.18)

One can always �nd such �a
�

(x) for any given metric g��(x) (In the zweibein formalism the

above equation reduces23 to e��@��
a� = 0). Hence, given an action (8.4) with a �xed metric

g��(x) (keeping X
� still arbitrary), ��X

� = �a
�

(x)�
�

a�(X) generates chiral (Ka�c{Moody)

symmetries of that action, where �a
�

are solutions of (D.18). However, in our actions the

metric g�� is a �eld and thus has to be regarded in (D.18) as a variable rather than as a

speci�c function of the world sheet coordinates. One can then still solve (D.18) for �a
�

but

the solutions involve in�nitely many derivatives of the g�� and are thus nonlocal. Hence,

di�eomorphism invariant actions (8.4) do not possess Ka�c{Moody symmetries generated

by local �eld transformations, contrary to sigma models with non{gauged world{sheet

di�eomorphisms, or to the gauge{�xed theory.

Now we derive some useful properties for the scalar products of the covariantly constant
Killing vectors. We de�ne

Pa�b� = �
�

a�G���
�
b� ; Pa+b� = �

�

a+G���
�
b� : (D.19)

Using (A.20), (A.18) and (D.15) one easily veri�es that Pa+b+ and Pa�b� are constant:

@�Pa�b� = @���a� � ��b� + ��a�G��@��
�
b� = ��a��

�
b�(�

�
��;� � ����;�) = 0 : (D.20)

Similarly one veri�es that

@�Pa+b� = ��a+�
�
b�(�

+
��;� � ����;�) = �H����

�
a+�

�
b� : (D.21)

Lemma D.1 The La+ ;La� span a Lie algebra which is the direct sum of two subalgebras
fLa+g and fLa�g.

Proof: We have to prove that

[La�;Lb�] = �c
�

a�b�Lc� ; [La+;La�] = 0 ; (D.22)

for some constants �c
+

a+b+ and �c
�

a�b�. This is equivalent to showing that the Lie bracket

of any two �a+'s is again a linear combination of the �a+'s (analogously for the �a�'s) and

the Lie bracket of �a+ and �b� vanishes for all pairs (a+; b�), i.e.

�
�

[a+b+] = ��a+@��
�

b+ � ��b+@��
�

a+ = �c
+

a+b+ �
�

c+ ; (D.23)

�
�

[a�b�] = ��a�@��
�

b� � ��b�@��
�

a� = �c
�

a�b� �
�

c� ; (D.24)

�
�

[a+b�] = ��a+@��
�

b� � ��b�@��
�

a+ = 0 : (D.25)

23using �+� = 1.
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We note that (D.25) is proved in one line by means of (A.20) if G�� is invertible:

det(G��) 6= 0 ) @��
�
b� = ��������b� ) �

�
[a+b�] = ��a+�

�
b�(������ + �+

��
�) = 0 :

For general G�� the proof of (D.23) and (D.25) is more involved. We �rst compute, using

(A.20) and (D.15),

G���
�
[a+b�] = ��a+�

�

b�(�����;� + �+
��;�) :

This gives

G���
�
[a+b+] = �H����

�
a+�

�

b+ ; (D.26)

G���
�
[a+b�] = 0 : (D.27)

From (D.27) and L[a+b�]G�� = 0 we conclude that

���;��
�
[a+b�] = 0 : (D.28)

We �nally compute H����
�

[a+b�] in order to verify the second equation (D.17) for �
�

[a+b�].

Since the latter is a Killing vector, it satis�es (D.8), i.e.

H����
�
[a+b�] = �2@[�b�][a+b�] (D.29)

with

b�[a+b�] = �La+��b� + Lb���a+ �H����
�
a+�

�
b�

= �(1� 1)��[a+b�] �H����
�
a+�

�

b� (D.30)

where we used (D.13), (D.16) and (D.12). By means of (D.26) respectively (D.21) we

conclude from (D.30)

b�[a+b+] = ���[a+b+] ; b�[a+b�] = @�Pa+b� : (D.31)

Inserting this result in (D.29) we get

H����
�

[a+b+] = @���[a+b+] � @���[a+b+] ; (D.32)

H����
�

[a+b�] = 0 : (D.33)

(D.32) and L[a+b+]G�� = 0 show that �[a+b+] solves (D.17) and hence must be a linear com-
bination of the �a+'s. This proves (D.23) (of course (D.24) can be proved analogously).
(D.27), (D.28) and (D.33) imply �

�

[a+b�] = 0 due to (8.8). This proves (D.25).

D.4 Non{chiral covariantly constant Killing vectors

Consider now a Killing vector k� which is covariantly constant for both covariant deriva-

tives (A.18). For such constant vector, we �nd that there is no torsion in this direction

H���k
� = 0 ; (D.34)

and furthermore because of (A.19)

k� � G��k
� = @�� ; @�@��� ���;�k

� = 0 : (D.35)

Note that according to (D.34) one has b�(X) = @�b(X) in (D.8). Therefore it is clear

from (D.11) that if the metric would be degenerate such that k� = 0 for non{zero k�,
then Scl would have an additional local symmetry in contradiction to assumption (iii) of

section 2.
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